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Holland City News.
yol. XVI.— NO.

15.

HOLLAND,

MICH.,

SATURDAY, MAY

Mr. Jas. Huntley, of

Terms

of

Snbsoription

$1.50 per year \f paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid

month,.

at

Year*
lannaJ

Several rauskallonges were caught
week.

-

^Tzc^d now

^uoatcck

three

fcnown on application^saloons.
privilege of

changes.
Are we to have
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three
Ines, 12 per annum.
grounds?
NotfcesofBirths,Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectableQuarterly.1

Next in

Hf

cream

MONEY

TO LOAN.

June

X

have no

races at our fair

WHOLE

NO. 768.

Acme

Dr.W. W. Nicools, of Ann Arbor, ao tion that the limits of the city surround
Planing Mill, has finished and shipped companied by his two daughters,spent a
but about one square mile of territoryfor
the front, the aash and doors for Bro. portion of the week in Holland, and while
residence and businesspurposes. If the
Holmes’ new printing office at Fennvllle. hero visited Macatawa Park. The doctor
population of the environments were
One of the largest contractors and build- was a resident of Holland at the lime of counted, which properly and which had
ers in this city says that there are no signs

--

.

the “big fire,” but left immediately after-

of a decrease in the building “boom," but ward, and this

is

his first visit here since

ought to belong

to the city, It

would give

Holland a place among the cities of

five

growing dally. that time. II a, was much surprised at the thousand or more people. Supervisor
many changes and improvements.
Van Duren has taken this census without
Will those of our delinquent subscribers please recollect that we are In
The News job office is busy at present any hope of compensation and performed
need of the money they owe us? We will in printing the record in the Wingarden the work only for his own satisfaction.Hia
that on the contrary. it is

and

order— Strawberry

Ice

festivals.

Straw

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

—

this

the

14, 1887.

hats and linen coats appeared in

be happy to receive the amount at any

vs.

Verhage case. The record will

make

enterprise and public spirit are to be

com-

week.

mended, and ho certainly has the thanks
time.
about two hundred pages. For the benefit
L. S. PROVIN,
of all who take an interestin the growth
Holland now has a population of 8398,
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
The distribution of a little advertising of those who know nothing of the case, we of Holland City.
Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,
an increase of 410 in two years.
matter calling attention to our resorts will say it ia the outgrowth of a difference
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
would be the proper thing for the mana- in settlingup the affairs of a co-partnerWaverly Stone Company.
Leave your orders for ice during the
ship, in which eleven car-loads of potatoes
gers of the Park associationsto do just at
summer witL Geo. P. Hummer.
PSusinens f Mate.
About twenty-one years* ago the first
were bought and sold by the parties inter*
present.
ested in 1883. This differenceis furnish- work on the opening of the stone quarry,
Our beautiful Bay and Resorts will
If you have distant friends who conFor Buttons and Trimming go to
ing us with employment and we are just cut of this city, was performed, and
soon
be the attractionfor tourists.
D. Bertbch.
template visiting a resort this summer, “thankfulfor small favors."
a littleor the product used for foundation
full force this

•

15-tf

just put them in mind of Macatawa and
walls in severs! buildings now in the city.
Divine service at Lyceum Hall to-morWe have credible informajion that Since then, at various periods, the
Ottawa Beach, the two finest resorts in
row, both morning and evening.
Michigan.
parties are fishing with nets and are
quarry has been operated for the purpose

Free of Charge!

Owing to the rush of work in the latter
part of the week, we offer to trim hats,
Tor thermometer registered ninety dethat are bought of us. for cash, on Monday, between the hours of 10 a. m. and 7 grees in the shade last Wednesday.
p. m., Free of charge-, for this month only.
President Eppink, of Allegan, visited
We have just received a nice line of Summer Millinery, Jackets, and all kinds of this city last Wednesday on business.
Fancy Work Material.
-«*» —

New

L. & S.

-

-

-

Van den Brrge &

Toe

Co.

Try our
Jeweler, C. A. Stevenson, next door to the News office. 12-tf.

Go and see the large line of Parasols
and Sun Umbrellas, at
D. Bertsch’s.

I5-R

The

taking of testimonyin the injunc-

ship, will be

placed in the market here. If the

Visscher.

Warden wants
/

Jas.

Van der

to cover himself with glory,

A movement

is
is

_

foot to plant
on foot

brook

- ,v ^

there*

In these days advertising is the life of

chairs at lower prices then ever at

•

-----

-- -----

eastern newspapers, business men print

-

—

Meyer, Brouwer &

The ice cream and soda water season
opened at the City Bakery of Pessink
Bros, last Saturday night.

Geer, of Saugatuck,is getting out

I. F.

logs and sawing them Into stave bolts for

H-R

in

the Holland City Butter Tub Factory, of

Van

J.

/Men

It

is expected that the spring time

card for the Chicago and West. Mich. R’y

Meyer, Bkocwer &

Co.,
River Street.

to de-

to

get the necessary facilitiesfor

Putten

& Co.

will be Issued to-morrow,Sunday.

* Key. T. W. Jones, of Hope Church,

is

ing was held In

Just received a large stock of Lawns East on his annual vacation. He is exand Summer Dress goods, at
pected home again by the first of June.
D. Bertach’s.

15-tf

at L

$634,105 as the real estate valuation,and here, and that it

would be a

successful

$284,800 as personal property of the city.

venture. Money can

This Is considerable in excess of the roll

Holland for the purpose among our busi-

of last year.

ness

The

tax-payersof Holland City

will

recollectthat the Board of Review will be

to

abandon the project. Last

winter Mr. F. L. Johnston, made a visit

perience in different quarries about this
country, and at the time of his first visit

ho was in the employ of a Limostono
Quarry Company of Waukesha, Wla. He
at once

pronounced the stone

of first-class

quality, and said that it could be quarried

and placed on the market so as to realize
handsome

profit to those

who desired to

in our last issue

Mr. Geer has Esq., on

-- —

was obliged

interestthemselvesIn It. To back his asa meet- sertionsand prove his good faith, he at
the office of H. D. Post,
once stated that he would be willing to

As announced

J

kinds of Carpets,

and

a

for that purpose.

last Tuesday evening to organize
arq at work excavating for lh^
a number of men employed In the work. a company for boring for natural gas.
ing Corsets, Bustles,and Millinery Goods. new buildings to bo built on the corner
er of
Quite a number of citizens were present,
Just look at these prices: Good Corsets
^ighth and Market streets.
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y Comonly 40 cents; Fine Corsets 60 cents; The
and after considerablediscussion on the
pany commenced building a dock one
best Corsets 80 cents ; Bustles at 20, 25
advisabilityof the movement an organihundred feet out from Filter’s wharf yeszation was perfected,with Mr. Heber
terday morning. The dock will be used
in
nmninfo a
Awt class
*7,...
formed Churches last Sunday.
Walsh, as President;and Prof. Geo. P.
in the
the riti*
city ihot
that employs
a first
trim
as a landing place for the “Queen of the
mer from Chicago. We keep all the latest
Hummer, as Secretary. The meeting adLakes."
novelties, and with skillful labor must
A sound of a strange steamboat whistle
journed subject to the call of the preslsuit and please all the ladies of Holland on Monday night last raised the cry on all.
Supervisor Van Duren’s tax-rollas dent. The prevailing sentiment of the
and vicinity.
sides, “The Queen of the Lakes."
finished yesterday,Friday noon, shows meeting was that a well should bo drilled
Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.

all

made

to relativesin this place, and on hearing
maps and descriptions upon their letter
of
this quarry, investigated the matter.
heads, and all combine to let the world
know that they have a growing city and Mr. Johnston had had several years ex-

Markle
•

Large stock of
the new store of

has any special effort been

1

boards of trade send out advertisements to

largo as a four pound sheep’sjhead and rewhat they think of it. People looking
Oxner, painters and paper- sembled one very much.
for locations respond to these, catch the
hangers, have a “Business Local" In this
The Bible study of the Y. M. C. A. spirit of the people, invest money in busiissue.
Read
it.
Carpets.
next Tuesday evening will be led by Rev. ness there, and then join the grand chorus
Come and see our new Carpet Store, • H. D. Post has just completed making
N. M. Stefiens, D. D., being the first which attractsmore. Advertise, whether
filled with the choicest patterns and finest
grades of Carpets, Rugs, Matting and Oil some needed improvements to his building of a series on the Messianic psalms. All you want to sell a bushel of rice or boom
opposite the post-office.
Cloth, all offered at very low prices.
young men are invited to attend.
a city, and the News is the best medium

$3.00 to Chicago
would be consideredcheap but not as
cheap as Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co., are sell-

At no lime

quarrying the stone at an expense that

wM

street.

H-4t

and for

other uses about this city.

Z^1115 foliag° °f the trees about the cltV trade, and it applies to growing cities as
would allow of his proceeding with the
/ has developedwonderfullythe past week, well as to any other enterprise.Note
work. His labor extended over ono sum.
fire well on the corner of Mai aQd 00 Wedne9dayone wou!d lhink from! how some of the live western towns do.
mer and then, for financial reasons, he
the weather that it was the middle of Julw Railroads chant their praises abroad,

__ _

1

Co.,
River Street.

among which were contractsfor

filling for the cribs at our harbor,

and render a K°od service to this corn- velop the quarry, until about two jean
pleksanu munily» be will get after these illegal ago, wnen Mr. F. Bird came into posses-

House and Carriage painting, kalsomln- The old
hanging, etc , done at reason1
able prices. Call at skating rink on ket and Eighth streets was filled up yesay instead of only May.
terday.
Seventh
jgjg
15-lt Markle & Oxner, proprietors.
A member of the Senior class of Hope
Is the Wau ka-zoo Boat Club going to
College, while out fishing last Tuesday,
Parlor sets, and all kinds of fancy build a club house and have a regatta this caught a “white bass." It was about as
summer?
Co.,
River Street.

owner, the late John Roost, had taken for
stone,

ids Vrijheid's Banier, made us a
loose and rotten planks in your call last Thursday. He visited Macatawa! fl9liermcDwith a long sharp-pointed stick.
sion of the property, and for a time labored
sidewalks should be replaced by new ones. Park and enjoyed the first picnic of th<J ^ Rood dose lhe ,aw ,8 wlml >8 wanted.
hard to place the product on the market,

,and-

Meyer, Brouwer &

filling special contracts which the

Those

ing, paper

1^~11

Game

of

Sluis, of the Grand ILijV

trout in several of the streams about Hoi

Notice.

habitants of the Bay and River, which are

and the town*
daily shipped to an accomplice in Grand
commenced next Monday,
Rapids. The small and poorer fish are
before Circuit Court Commissioner, A.

tion case between the city

latest fad— sketching parties to

Rattlesnake Island via. the cemetery.

catching a large quantity of the best in-

easily

be secured

In

men. “Nothing ventured nothing

gained,"and we may expect to

aee opera-

tions commenced on this well in the near

invest his capital and give bis experience
to that

end. About

the Waverly Stone

the

first

of last April

Company was

organ-

and
the following named gentlemen: H. D. Post, J. C. Post, Dr. 0. E.
^ates, P. w. Kane, Fillmore Bird, of
this city, F. L. Johnston, of Waukesha,
Wis., and A. Yates, of Grand Rapids.
Work was at once commenced at the
quarry under the direcUon of Mr. Johnston. Wednesday last the News man, in
company with Dr. O. E. Yates, visited
ized with a capital stock of $25,000,

consistsof

the quarry

and was somewhat surprised at

the activities which

were apparent there.

The Chicago and West Mich. Ry. Company had just completed the laying of the

future.

ties and iron of a side-track which waa
days next week. If you
have got any objectionto make on the
We would suggest that the citizens of two thousand two hundred feet in length,
Curtains, Picture frames. Oil paintinjs,
“or“lnS la9t Lolla- tho >“
etc., very cheap
valid wife of Mr. F. L. Johnston, died in amount of your assessment, then is the Holland, and especially the ladies, ap- and men were at work ballasting the
point some day for work in improving track. In the quarry men were loosening
Meyer, Brouwer & Co., \»8 city. ) The funeral occurred yesterday time to raise it.
14-4t
River Street. aiTSIndbh.
the appearance of the cemetery before the excellent sand-stone, which lays in
The buildings lately occupied by E. F.
Memorial Day, and thus render still more layers about six feet from the surface of
To-morrow the pulpit in Hope Church Sutton have been moved this week to the
The Boom.
attractivethat “silent city of the dead.” the earth. The first dozen layers of
premises of A. B. Bosman, on Eighth
“Mary had a little lot, and thought she’d will be occupied by Prof. J. J. Anderson,
Our cemetery is yearly growing to be a stone appear In various wldtha which are
street,
between Fish and Cedar streets.
better sell; she placed it on the market, in the morning, aod in the evening by
resort, during spare hours, for those who easily discernible.These few layers tre
and the way that lot did— well, It sold Rev. Dr. ScotL
Mr. B. purchased them and will convert
have
relatives and friends burled there, to be used for rubble stone and will find a
four times within a week, and every time
them into stores for rental.
It went the lucky man who bought it
Louis Garbrecht, of Grand Haven,
and it should be the desire of such to im- ready market at from $8.50 to $5 per cord.
cleared 99 per cent, ‘what makes town
On
Thursday,
Dr.
H.
Kremera
left
on
was arrested last Thursday for ao attempt
prove its general appearance.There is The layers following are wider and the
lots go flying so?’ the eager buyer* cry.
to commit ggpe on his step-daughter, six- the early morning train for Lansing, another Improvement in connection with stone quarried of larger |lze, and the
'Oh, Holland’son a boom, you know,’
where he attended the meetings of the the cemetery that should be agitated, and quality Is^uch as to make the best of
the agent* do reply. And so the owners teen years old.
State
Medical Society, held on Thursday that is the building of a sidewalk along dressed stone for the finest buildings,
mark them up, yet buyer* do uot squel,
Editor Fred Wade, of Saugatuck,was
but run impatiently about for fear they’ll
and Friday. He returned home again on the north side of sixteenth street, from equaling, If not excelling, the celebrated
in the city last Tuesday. An aching
lose a deal."
the late train Friday night.
Fish street. The disagreeable and dusty Ohio land-stone. The Waverly atone,
We still have some choice city property tooth and a desire to get rid of It was the
for sale. Residence and business lots sold
Takken & De Spelder, of the Holland tramp, when desiring to visit the burying however, ii but little known to buildera
object of his visit.
on easy terms.
ground on foot, is the most unpleasant throughoutthe State, but attention ia befeature of such a visit, and often deters ing attracted to it and hardly a day passea
u“
/ received new boats from Chicago, via. paving their carriages or wagons painted many from going. It Is within the prov- but what inquiries are received and
Organs, Pianos, aod Sewing Machinfa Saugatuck. The life savers went after the /will do well to call on them and aee their ince of our enterprisingcitizensto obtain answered concerning It. As yet the
of the best manufacturesand lowek boatu
boats last
Unt Monday,
/ ___
____
work, and get their prices which are very this needed walk, and we trust someone company have taken ordera for but one

-

£r'r“
-

w-'u-

sssr’W

Meyer, Brouwer &

Paint Tour

Co.,
River Street.

Own Buggy*

Save money by bnying 75 cents’ worth
of Neal’s Carriage Paints, In all shades
and Colors. It drys quick, has a brilliant
unequaled for beauty and excellence
quality. For sale at the Drug Store of
Db. W. Van Putten.

It is

11-tf.

Mr.

Bertbch has received a large
stock of summer goods and advertises
them in the “Business Locals" of this
week. Read them.

S

.

will take held of the matter

reasonable.

D.

and push

a successful termination.

The

Ladies’ Guild of Grace church, will

hold a sale of fancy and paper ’articlesIn
the vacant store on Eighth street— lately

occupiedby Brusse Bros.— on Friday af-

It to

hundred and twenty-five car-loads of building stone which they commenced to ship
on Thursday morning

The Populationof Holland

last,

and expect to

take several quite large orders for dreaaed

Supervisor G. J. Yin Durbn has com- building atone toon, and If these contracts
pleted his annual tour collecting material are filled, and the stone laid, It will not be
long before they will have more orders
for the tax-roll of the city and will have it

A pretty custom in vogue in our neigh* ternoon and evening, May 20th. Refreshand towns is the leaving of ments will also be served. Bottom prices
ready for the Board of Review, which than they can fill. The members of the
beautiful May baskets for the little ones, to suit the times. The proceeds go tomeets in the Council Rooms next Monday company feel much elated at the prosat the front door of honses.

/

gloss, and renders varnishing unnecessary.
of

JX
u

Mnnrfmr

prices at

14-4t

w

in session four

boring cities

wards swelling the building fund.

morning.'' In connectionwith hie regular pects for financial benefit to themselvei,
Mr.
E.
Herold,
one
of
Hclland’i
enterwork Supervisor Van Duren has taken a and in being able to develop an industry
Bird and John NIes, of tb^
shoes,
J Saugatuck Basket Fsctory, were
wore in noiHoi- prising dealers in boots
----- and
-- —
— , has careful census of the city, and it shows that will add much to the prosperity of
The premises known as the Germani
Holland, and which will furnish labor for
land last Thursday looking after » caJ 1a8t rec«lTed “ krge and nicely assorted that we have 3398 inhabitants, as against
House are for rent immediately. Ai
a large number of men. When we conload of machinery for their factory. 8lock of Renlle®«iP® •boes, which ail 2972 which the census of 1885 gives, mak- sider that the Berea Stone Qaarry, of
H. KtENIGBBRRQ.
persons who contemplate buying should ing a gain of four hundred and twenty-six Ohio, employs two thousand men, and
^“WoRK of all kinds Is plenty in this city see before purchasing elsewhere.Mr. in the past two years. This is a remark- the stone is no better in quality than the
Wall Paper and Decorations, the largest
Waverly, and not ao easily quarriedor so
at present and the man who is not at Herold sells bis goods at very small marstock and lowest prices at
able ngrowth,
and one- which the
ot
----—
—
»uv people
j/vwpiu vi
chaeply
placed In the markets of Chicago
Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,
work, and Is crying “hard times,” is either gins and his customers may feel assured Holland may congratulate themselvesupand Milwaukee, what may we not expect
River Street. too lazy to work or else don’t want to.
of getting their money’s
on, when the fact is taken into considera- of the Waverly Stone Quarry ?

To-Rent^

to

14-4t

uBOBVk

•

-

at"‘

— —

-

—

worth.

i

follitilil

fils

few.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
~4
THE EAST.

them. Many of the skiffs were upset, and
eight of the occupants were drowned .....
Lenrosy has appeared in some of the parishes near New Orleans. It is not contagious, but hereditary,and is confined to
a few families.A hospital is to be es
tablished to care for all such cases
Richard Goodwin and Grace Blanton, colored, were lynched near New Orleans, on
the charge of arson. . .The State Farmers’
Alliance of Texas proposes embarking in
nufacturing enterprises on an extensive
,le. It has already appropriated $500,000
for the erectionof a cotton- mill.
.

At Pittsburgh last week the temperature

terstate commerce

law. Probably

as

manv more have been received and returny Jor furfher .information. A much
larger number has been received from
trade organizations, private corporations,

and individuals protestingagainst the suspension of section 4 in.particnlarcases.

The

Interstate Commission receiveda

complaint from Chicago that the Sundayschool workers were cut off

from

“passes”

“d

freight favors, and asking redress.
I he reply was that all such questions were
in the hands of the railroad companies,
and they must construe the law to suit
themselves until the points under it had
been adjudicated.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
“The order of (he Knights ot Labor

THE HAYMARKET HORROR.
is

on the eve of a great revolt," says a Chicago dispatch. “There is a widespread
feelingagainst the managers of the ordermid especially against General Master
Workman Powderly-here and among the
Knights thronghoutthe entire West, and
this feeUng is fed by the relentless agitation of the radicalsand socialists. That is

One Year Has Passed Since the
Bomb Did Its Bloody

Work.
List of

the reason why

the Brare

Down

the conservatives insisted
on Mr. Powderly's coming to Chicago and

Officers

Who

Laid

Their Lives to Throttle
Anarchy.

investigatingthe state of affairs in the local
assemblies, and it is for the same reason
there in May.
A switch- engine exploded
that he at last undertook a journey to
(Chicagospecial.]
The President has issued an executive
at New Havenf Conn., badly wounding six
Denver aud other Western cities. AssemThe
first anniversary of the event which
persons,and wrecking the round-house order forbidding the importation of intoxiblies after assembliesare passing resoluwill be known to history an the Haymarket
and two other locomotives.
tions concerning the national management
eating liquors into the Territory of Alaska
An effort will be made at the forthcom- of the order and acting defiantly in direct massacre occurred on Wednesday last.
A tebripic thunder-storm, accompanied except upon permit of a customs officer at
ing annual meeting of the Pacific Mail opposition to Mr. Powderly’s wishes.”
The night of May 4, 1886, six companiesof
by heavy hail and wind equal to a hurri- the port of destination,who shall first be
sutisiied that the liquors are needed for Steamship Company to oust the Gonld
William
O’Brien, editor of police, numbering 175 men, under comcane, swept over the Allegheny Mountains
sacramental,medical, or scientificpur- clioue,which has been in control for sev- l/nited Ireland,arrived at New York last mand of Inspector John Bonfield and Capt.
in Somerset and Bedford Counties, Pennposes. The importation of breech-loading ral years.
week, and was welcomed by a committee Ward, marched from the DesplainesStreet
sylvania,causing great destructionto prop- riflesis also prohibited, except where inDispatches from Nanaimo, in British or Irish- Americans, who presented him Police Station np Desplaines street to a
erty. .. .Peter Smith was hanged in New
tended for the personal use of white setYork City for the murder of John Han- tlers and temporary visitors not traders. . Columbia,state that 101 white men and 75 with a congratulatory and laudatory ad- point a short distance north of Randolph
dress. Mr. O’Brien’s advance upon Cananon.
The Presidenthas appointed William H. Chinese were in the Vancouver mine at the
socialists’
da has already created immense excite- street, and there halted.
Thomas A. Edison, the electrician, has MoLyman Collector of Customs for the time of the explosion. An exploring party
meeting
was
in progress on the street, and
ment
that country. In a Methodist
returned to New York from Florida, thor- District of Miami, Ohio; J. W. Doane of entered the burning colliery and found church at - Ottawa the pastor,speaking to several fire-eatinganarchists were doing
Chit ago, William K. Carlisle of Wichita, dead miners lying in all directions.
oughly returned to health.
twenty-fivehundred auditors, strongly con- their utmost to incite the people to a riot.
Ras., and Isaac J. Cox of Ellenville, N. Ihirty-fivebodies have been taken out.
demned Mr. O’Brien’s mission, but depre- Capt. Ward formally ordered the crowd “in
Y., commissionersto examine and report All hope of finding any of the men alive
cated passion or violence.The congregation the name of the people of tbe State of
upon thirty- four miles of the Northern Pa- had been given up. The fire was still
sang “God Save the Queen” with a gusto Illinois to quietly and peaceably disperse.”
Reports show that the recent earth- cific Railroad.
homing, but was under control.There after the sermon ..... Last week the visible Samuel Fielden, the anarchist who was
President Cleveland has appointed are forty-seven widows, and over one hun- supply of wheat in this country was de- then making a speech, repUed, “We are
quake in the Southwest extended from the
dred and thirty childrenleft fatherless, creased 869,394 bushels, of com 3,036,085 peaceable,and at the same instant a dynPacific coast in Mexico and SouthernCali- Marlin J. Russell, of Illinois,and J. P.
amite bomb was thrown into the ranks of
^ early all of the imprisoned miners were
rye,4»87'J bushels, and of barley
Thome, of Maryland, to be members of
fornia to the Rio Grande River. The dis
from Cornwall, Yorkshire, Wales, and 1UJ, 108 bushels. The supply of oats was the police. Instantly upon tbe explosion
patches state that there was an unusual the Board of Visitors of the Military Nova Scotia. The 'mine is owned by the
increased124,837 bushels. The present of the bomb, aud before the police force
disturbance,and that eruptions have Academy at West Point, in place of Gen. \anconver Coal Companv, of London.
had a chance to rally, a fusillade of rebroken
various points. Palmer and Mr. Gwinn, of Maryland, de- England.
wfLi0! W?e,nt 111 ?ight amountB t0 40,- volver shots was poured into the police
303,084 bushels, against 41,896,898 bushels
Southern Arizona experienced the clined. Mr. Russell is editor of the Chifrom both sides of the street. The police
R. G. Dun & Co. report 153 failures in a year ago.
severest shocks. At Tucson considerable cago Herald.
immediatelyrallied and returned the fire,
the United States and twenty-nine in CanA Benson (Arizona) dispatch states that and the mob fled with the police in hot purdamage was done to buildings.Goods
THe signal service at Washington has
were thrown from the shelves in stores and
ada during the week, against a total of 191 an exploring party under General Forsyth, suit. When the smoke of battle had cleared
many houses were cracked. The shock taken a new departure. It has begun the the previous week.... Speculationin real commandingFort Hauchaucn,investigated away the ground was found to be covered
was accompanied by a rumbling sound. issue of a series of weekly reports of the
a supposed eruption iu the Whetstone with wounded v and dying policemen,
Many clocks were stopped and the entire climaticconditionswhich have existeddur- estate, coupled with great activity in build- Mountains, and found that there was no stricken down by the deadly bomb. One
ing
operations,
continues
to
be
lively
population fled to the streets terror-strick- ing the previoys seven davs in the agriculvolcanic eruption there, though signs of an officer died almost immediately and sixtven. The court-house cupola swayed like tural districts of the United States. They throu^ooutthe West. The railway con- upheaval and mountain slides from earth- six others were wounded, six of whom died
struction “boom” is unchecked, 937
the mast of a ship in a turbulent sea, and are intended to indicatethe deficiencyor
quake were abundant. The brilliant il- within the next week or two from the effect
the building seemed as though it were top- excess of temperatureand rainfall during miles haring been completed already this
lumination
of the sky and clouds, and the of their wounds. There was also one
year, against 652 miles to the correspondpling over. When the shock struck Santa the growing season for the benefit of those
civilian found killed on the spot and about
ing date of 1886. “The enormous supply smoke which hovered over the mountain
Catalina Mountain great slices of the who wish to make estimates of conditions
peaks, were caused by forest tires, which twenty others wounded, but as the wounded
of
money,”
say
R.
G.
Dun
Co.
mountain were torn from its side and which favor the props or otherwise.
socialistswere mostly hidden away, the
in their weekly review, “goes far they traced to the carelessness of some total
thrown to its base. The public school
casualties resulting from the battle
-Mexican campers who camped on the
explain
the
situation.
Large
building rocked to and fro like a cradle
will never be known. At least twelve, and
amounts
foreign
capital
are mountain peaks Monday night. This reand some of the plastering fell, causing
port effectually explodes the volcanic sensa- probably over twenty, lives were lost, and
the utmost consternationamong the
John G. Carlisle presided over the seeking investmenthere on account of the tion among the people of Benson. Shocks over 100 people seriouslyinjured. Followinadequate
demand
abroad.”
While
this
scholars. Shortly after the earthquake a Kentucky Democratic Convention at
or earthquakecontinue here. No damage ing are tbe names of the policemen injured,
state otrihings continues, and crop prosvolcano broke out twenty-twomiles south
classified as fatally injured, permanently
has
been done, but they cause great conLouisville. The platform, jointly evolved pects grow more favorable,no reactionis
of Tucson, in Total Wreck Mountains, and
disabled, and seriouslydisabled, still unfit
sternationamong the people.
deemod
probable
..... The Yankee fishingby
himself
and
Editor
Watterson,
prothe sky was brilliantly illuminated.At
lor duty.
Captain
Bullwinle, formerly xr .1 , *
Benson the shocks were quite se- tests confidencein the “integrity and schooner Humboldt, which was damaged
fatallt injcreo— 7.
vere, and several buildings were conscientiousdevotion to duty of President in the recent gales off the coast of Nova the popular head of the Chicago Mathias J . Degan, Michael Sheehan
George
Nels Hanson.
Scotia,
has
been
allowed
by
the
Dominion
damaged by serious cracks. At Tomb- Cleveland,” but gives his civil-service pollire Patrol, was thrown from his John J. Barrett, Thomas Redden,
authoritiesto buy new lines at Halifax. It
icy
a
slap;
is
non-committal
on
the
silver
stone, windows were broken and buildings
horse aud killed at Flagstaff, Ari- Timothy Flavihan.
cracked and injured,but no persons were question, denounces “sumptuary” legisla- is expressly stated,however,that the privPERMANENTLYDI8AIILKD—11.
Indictments for murder in the ...
hurt Ten miles from the city a lake cov- tion, and demands an “immediate redaction ilege is granted simply as a matter of first degree have been returned against the Michael O’Brien, Lawrence J. Murphv,
Thomas AJcEnery, Adam Barber,
ering an acre of {pound dried up com- of the war tariff. " Gen. Buckner was nom- “courtesy, and that it is not to be regarded McCoys, of Haverhill, Ohio, who recently Jacob Hanson
Patrick McNulty,
as a precedent.
pletelyin twenty minutes. The embank- inated for Governor. . .The Ohio Repubmurdered Dr. Northrop, the temperance Charles W. W hitney, John F. McMahon,
Two clipper ships, the Charmer, of advocate. .. .About 6,090 citizens of Chi- Nich. J. Shannon, Jr., Daniel Honan.
ments along the New Mexico and Arizona lican State Central Committee has decided
Railway were moved from their former to hold the State conventionat Toledo, the New York & California Line, and the cago assembled at the armory of Battery D Patrick Hartford.
SERIOUSLY INJURED AND STILL UNFIT FOB
positions,in many instances as much os July 27 and 28.
Seminole,of Sutton’s Dispatch Line, are to protest against coercion in Ireland.
DUTY-12.
twelve inches. At Wilcox, a two-story
Judge Charles James Faulkner, of
Mayor Roche presided, and Governor Augnst C. Keller, Joseph Norman,
dwelling-house was ruined, and other Martinsburg, has been chosen United States to have an ocean race from New York to Oglesby and several others addressedthe
Peter Butterly,
San Francisco
A committee of Ameri- meeting. Resolutions condemning the
buildings were seriously damaged. The
Arfh HrKing’.i Alexander Jamieson,
Senator
by the West Virginia Legislature, cans selected by John Fitzgerald,the PresArthur
Connelly,
Charles H. Fink,
Indians on the Carlos Reservation were
. ,a9 infamous, cru.jl, aud an outrage on James A.
Edward Barrett,
ident of the Irish National League in
to succeed Senator Camden.
badly frightened.
civilization were unanimouslyadopted.
timothy Sullivan, Henry F. Smith.
America, has compared a fac- simile of the
A lot 128x114 feet at Chestnut am
It is rumored that the Russians are colBut though the bomb did all the work
allegedParnell letter published in the LonI VDUSTBIAL NOTES.
Seventh streets, St. Louis, has been purdon Times with certain letters and docu- lecting suppliesat Chardjui, about 200 expected of it, the results were not what
The Cotton Council of New Orleans, an ments written by Richard Pigott, formerlv miles from the Afghan frontier, prepnra- the anarchists anticipated.The police,
chased by Jay Gould, who will build upon
instead of running away, rallied and
it a nine-story structure, to be used as organizationembracing laborersof all proprietor of the Dublin Irishman, anil tory to an advance on Khamiab
. Herr
charged the mob, and drove the conspiraheadquartersof the Missouri Pacific sys- kinds engaged in haudling cotton,has col- has unommoasly decided that the Parnell Nordenfeldt is about to establisha factory
tors to their holes, utterlyrouting them at
forgery
was
the
work
of
Pigott.
at
Pesth
for
the
manufacture
of
small
arms
tem. . .The mills (flour, saw, and planing) lapsed, after an existeuce of six years,
the first onset.
on an extensivescale. He will invest
and elevator of Mills & Houlton. at Elk marked by severalstrikes and riots.
Numerous arrests followed, aud the
4,000,000florins in the enterprise,and has
River, Minn., a chair factory,and Dickey’s
The strike of coke-workers in the Conwhole conspiracy was laid bare. Juno 21
secured important concessions and assurHotel, were burned, the loss aggregating
The Chinese Governmenthas ordered ances of heavy orders from the Hungarian eight of the leading conspirators— Siiies,
$85,000.
. W. C. DePauw,
the millionaire nellsvilleregion for an advance in wages
Parsons, Fischer. Engel, Liugg, Schwab,
Gen. Boulanger is reported
capitalist,manufacturer,and philanthro- was inaugurated on the 4th inst. Over that every foreign missionaryin China Government
Fielden, aud Neebe— were placed on trial
to have drafted a bill for an “experimental
pist, of New Albany, Ind., died in Chicago 13,000 men are idle, and not an oven in the must hold a passport from his own Govbefore Judge Gary, aud the next twenty from a stroke of apoplexy.
district is in operation.
ernment in order that his nationality may mobilization”of the French army next Oc- one days were consumed in securing
tober.
The
passage
of
such
a
bill would
Two years’ imprisonmentat Joliet and
The Union Steel Company, of Chicago, be shown. .. .The Paris Siecle sees a no,, doubt be treated by Germany a casus ft jury.
details
the trial
a fine of $1 was the sentence imposed have shut down their steel and rail mill sinister significance in General Wal- oelli. . .Samuel Cousins, R. A., tbe well- are iresh in the minds of all. It lasted
dersee’s tour aloug the frontiers of
about two mouths, aud resulted in a verupon Colonel Bolton by Judge Blodgelt at Seven hunched and fifty men were locked
Alsace-Lorraine, despite the plausible ex- ^-English engraver, is dead at the age dict condemning seven of the prisoners to
Chicago for a long series of embezzlements out on the strength of a strike of twenty- planationsof his mission given by the
death, and the eighth, Neebe, to fifteen
from the Government while the Colonel eight drillers, cnippers, and others.
German press. The Siecle professes to
years’ penal servitude. Motions in supHer Wish.
was Superintendentof second-class mail
It is predicted that if the coke-workers’ believethat “he is solely studying the best
port of a new trial Lave since been argued
matter in that city. The stealings
points of concentration for German troops
Georgian
a
being
refused the privi- before the State Supreme Court, and the
strike
continues
four
weeks,
every
steelamounted to about $20,000. Bolton was
in proximity to the eastern frontierof lege of inviting a playmate from over case is still pending. The decisiou of tho
arrested over a year ago, and was confined rail mill in the country will have to shut France.”
the wav, felt decidedly lonesome. “I Supreme Court is not expected until Sepin the county jail until about four mouths down. The strikers profess to be confident
The death of James Grant, author of wish I had been made in two parts,” tember, and the general impression of all
ago, when he was removed to the county of winning.
many popular romances, is announced from she said. “W hy so?” asked her mam- who heard the argumentsat Ottawa was
hospital on the plea that his health had
that tho motions will be refused.
During
the month of April the number
Edinburgh.... Gen. Grosser, Prefect of ma, astonished. “Why, then I could
been shattered by his confinement.
That verdictwas the death-blow to anof strikes by or lockouts of industrial SU Petersburg,has been presentedwith go out aud run up ami down and play
A Marquette (Mich.) telegram s1ys:
archy in this country. It is a warning that
workers throughout the United States was 100,000 rubles by the Czarina for frus- with myself,” was the reply. -/.‘n 6 wanarchy has no restiug-p'ace here, aud
“Beports of, the recent windstormare comhood.
123, a total far in excess of the number in trating the plot against her husband’slife.
that Johann Most and all his criminal asing in freely. The thirteen counties of
. .The Australian delegates to the recent
January last— ninety-two.
largest
sociates and befooled followers the mothe upper peninsulawere all swept. Iu number of strikers in April were in the colonial conference at London are rement they begin to put their theories iuto
some rich pine fields the trees were mowed building trades, about 14.600; next the ported as being greatly displeased with
effect stand beneath the shadow of the
THE MARKETS.
down like grass. Millions of feet of pine stove-molders, over 5,400; then the iron- the position of the Ministry on the New
gallows.
are destroyed, houses unroofed or demol- workers, about 2,300, which classes ac- Hebrides question, as defined by Lord
NEW YORK.
8 4.25 0 5.50
ished, unfinished buildings scattered,and count for two-thirds of the total striking Salisburybefore the conference. The Agent Cattle ............
Hogs ..............
......
AND WORKERS.
5.50 0 6.00
chimneys and outhouses destroyed. Scarce- that month. ... Muncie, Ind., has seven General of Victoria.Sir Graham Berry, is Wheat— No. 1 Hard ..........
.98 v<A 1.00
ly a town or settlement escaped. Onlv natural gas wells, and promises to become said to have declaredthat his Lordship’s
No. 2 Rod ...........
.97
0 .97>4 Items of Iiiteront for Employers and Emthree fatalities are reported, but many per- a great manufacturingcenter.
speech on that occasion “would have been Corn— No. 2
.48)*0 .50W,
ployed.
Oath—
White!
! ”!!....“" i'.'.
.38
sons were seriouslyinjured.”
0 .42
excellent coming from the mouth of the
Poiik— New Mesa ...... .. '
10.73 017.23
The
rush of immigrationfrom abroad
French
Premier.”
Colonial
sentiment
is
Paul Gbottkau, the Milwaukee anCHICAGO.'
has been stimulatedby great activityiu
stronglyagainst auv course which implies Cattle— Choice to Prime Hte
4.75 0 5.25
archist, has been sentenced to one year's
railroad buildingand by the demand for
Good Shipping .....
It is said that the forthcoming annual the slightest recognition of French preten4.0) 0 4.50
Common ...........
imprisonmentat hard labor for inciting selabor in mills, factories and shops of all
3.75 0 4.00
sions
in
the
New
Hebrides,
while
the
Imreport of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Hons— ShippingGrades ......
5.25
5.50
dition. .D. S. Fotheringham, who was
kinds. Mechanical labor is coming over
perial Governmentis apparently deter- J Look— winter Wheat .......... 0
^
4.25 0 4.50
arrested in St. Louis, in connectionwith Re Railroad will show that the contem- mined not to risk a rapture with France
in abundance, while comparativelyfew
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..........•83U0
SSUk® .84
the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad plated extension of that system are of more even to satisfy the Australians.The situaminers are changing their abode.
Cokn-No. 2.-»
.....
Si*®
.38
<11 .39
Oath-No. 2 ........ ..........
last October, has brought suit against the magnitude fhan the public has supposed. tion certnin'y does not look promising for
inducements
miners of
.20 0 .27
Bctteh— Choice Creamery ...... .21 '» .22
Adams Express Companv and the Pinker- Among the proposed lines is one through the federation scheme.
Britain
to
Fine Dairy ........... .17
.19
tons for $100,000damages. Ho was in- Indian Territory,SouthwesternTexas, and
change their homes is not so strong
Cueehk-FuIICream, Oats ......
The
British
Government
is said to have
.14*
the southwesternpart of New Mexico,
dicted,but the indictment was quashed.
Full Cream, new ...... .13*0 .14* as to workmen in other branches. Comwhich will bring El Paso 600 miles nearer declined to take part officiallyin the French KooH-Fresh .......................1OW.0
..
.11
mon labor has extraordinaryinducements
1 OTATOK8— Choice, now ......... .63
85
to tbe Missouri River than at present and exhibition,but will give every possiblefa.70
offered. There will be railroad mileage
Poke—
Mess ...........
23.00 023.50
give the Atchison the shortest transcontilaid this year doable that of last year.
cilityto British exhibitors ____ Experiments
„
,
MILWAUKEE.'
Jeff Davis has writtena caustic review nental route.
oou House building will be at least 25 per cent,
made by the German War Office have Wheat— Cash ...............
of General Wolseley’s “Life of General
greater. Shop labor of all kinds is in deThe Pacific Railroad Commission will proved that melinite, the new explosive, Cohn— No, 3 .................... 38 ^ c?
Oath-No. 2 White ....... ....... '.si
mand, and there is thereforean opportunity
Lee.” Davis takes exception to many of send experts to Boston, Omaha, and San decomposesif kept long, and is therefore Rye-No. .......................
&
for a great influx of common labor. Even
useless
for
war
purposes.
. .Mr. Parnell’s
Point—
Mohs
.......
.............
14.75
(315.05
the English General’sstatements,and, Francisco to examine the accounts of the
in the lumber camps in the Northwestmen
TOLEDO.
health is believed to be in a very critical
while not finding fault with the opin- Union and Central Pacific Companies.
Wheat-No. 2 .............. aa
99
are paid from $1.76 to $2 per day, but they
condition,
constitution
being
ion of General Lee’s military abil- Iowa’s RailroadCommission has decided
Cohn— No. 2 ..................
.41 @ '41 u are skilled woodsmen. Mining labor is
28
30
ity expressed in the book, he con- that the Chicago, Bnrlingtonand Qnincy shatteredby overwork, and tbe Irish Oath ....................
wanted in the gold and silver mines all
'
"ders General Wolseley’s criticisms of Railroad must revise its rates on coal members are anxiously discussing _ ,
along the Rooky Mountain range, from
BF.kr Cattle ....................4.25 5.00
the
effects
of
his
early
retirement
from
other Southern leaders unjust and nn- shipments.
.............................4.00 $ 5.00
NorthernMontana to the City of Mexico.
the leadershipof the Irish party....
warrantable. The review contains interManufacturersof mining machinery
gs
esting matter in the way of estimates of
COM H ISSION. Affairs on the French frontier, says a Ber- Wheat -No. 2 Red ..............*7
lin dispatch, look as though war was exin St. Louis, Chicago and New York have
ttie relativevalue of the services of the
il
lately received orders for an unusually
The Interstate Commerce Commission pected very soon, notwithstandingthe exConfederate leaders. . .At Louisville,Kv.,
change of verbal assurances of peace beft police magistratereleased onawrit’of concluded its two days’ labors at Memphis
37 5
habeas corpus John J. Comeilson, who after hearing evidence from merchants of tween the German representativehnd M. coiw— Mixed .................
Flourens. The frontier posts on each side Oats— Mixed ..................... 28
.2J
to operate
cowhided and caused the suicideof Judge
Pohk— New Mess ................15.75 a 15. 23
all through tbe mineral regions from the
Reid, the magistrate thus overruling a de- Memphis, Louisville, Lexington, Little have ceased to exchange courtesiesand the
CINCINNATI.
cision of the Court of Appe'als.The affair Rock, and Newport, Ark., to the effect that Alsace police force has been strengthened. Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 85 (8 8514 lakes down into Mexico. One company
the enforcement of Section 4 would be Germany continues the expulsion of French
has been organized with a capital or
creates a sensation in legal circles.
disastrousto the commerce aud industries sympathizers
$12,000,000,two in St. Louis with a capiRe
A NUMBER of colored people assembled of the points named. The Louisvilleand Germans vent from the Reichalande and
ermans venturing over the line into French
tal of $5,000,000, oue in Chicago with
on the wharf at the bead of Lizardi street Nashville,the Nashville, Chattanoogaand territory are in danger of being mobbed.
$5,000,000, to say nothing of the long
!.
....... BUFFALO,' 4'73 a5-“
to be baptized by immersion, says a New St. Louis, and the Chesapeake,Ohio and The Irish revolutionists in Paris are
string of smaller companies, all of which
Cokn-No. 2 Yellow .......... ..i ’Jl g
seem to be well backed with capital and
Orleans telegram. A large number of per- SouthwesternRailroads were granted two threateningto blow up the public buildings
Cattle, ........................ 4.35 gfl oo* prepared to enter upon active work.
weeks’
time
tofile argumentsand statistical in England during the Queen’s jubilee,
sons followed the baptismalparty to the
INDIANAPOLIS.
wharf to witness the ceremones. They information in support of their petitionfor and to that end have appointed a commis- Beep cattle ....................3.25 0 4.00
At the spring meetingsof the Western
leaned on the wharf railing, which gave the permanent suspensionof Section 4. sion to experiment with the new explosive, Hoos.
lumber meu the opinions were generally
5.00 i<« 5.60
Sheep ....................o'en *1 T75
way under the great pressure of the crowd, Representatives of the river interestswere melinite,which is said to be much more
expressed that prices for lumber must be
and about fifty persons were precipitated also given leave to present tbeir case in powerful and destructive than dynamite.
strongerunder the extraordinary Eastern
writing.
The chasm which has hitheto split the
into the river. There were a number of
and Western demand. Stocks in all secUp to this time forty-four railroad com- French section of the Irish Revolutionary
skiffs in the river in front of the wharf
tions of the country are shown to be much
railing.
of the occupants of panies have filed with the Interetate Com- Brotherhoodin two has been bridged over, Cattle— Bost. .................. 4,75 @ 423 lower than a year ago. The decrease in
Fair ...................^50 0 4 75
and both factions are at work preparing
these small ( boats
injured
six Western lumber States is given at 928,Common, .............. tsj 0^50
merce Commission formal petitions ask- for “an active campaign” against the EngHoos
by people and broken railingsfalling upon
982,891 feet In Minnesota there is a deQu.............................
6.25 0 5.75
ing to be relieved from section 4 of the in- lish Government.
crease of 100,000,000feet.
SaEEP ............................
4.00 0 4.25
rose to 95 degrees— the highest ever
.
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OUR NATURAL GAME.

AT THE CAPITAL.

DWIGHT L MOODY.

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

Lvxsixg. May

The Unprecedented Interest That
Being Taken in BaseBall.

The Race for the Pennants— A
eran’s Advice to Amateur
Ball Players.

[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]
In no past year has the national game of
base-ball aroused such interest as seems to
have taken hold of the people in every

League and American Association city since
the championshipseasons of these two big
organizations have been inaugurated.
In Chicago more interestis taken in the
League struggle than in the Association,
presumably from the fact that this city is
exclusivelya League city and that no other
professional organization supports a club
here. General surprise and disappointment are being manifested in Chicago over

champions thus far in the race. Their defeat m the opening game of the season,
followed by defeat in two of the three
games played at Indianapolis, and
the lirst two games played upon

m

home

the

grounds, has ‘had

the

Church

for the first

timo

in

the campaign

against sin and the devil, aud in a few days
his audiences grew so large that the

church

ns

would not contain them. Equal

to the

playing strength is concerned, more
than anything else that has happened: and
with the impulsiveness usually exhibited
under such circumstances, many admirers
of the game, who should know better, have
expressed a slightingestimate of the team's
strength as compared with other clubs that
it will be compelled to meet in the struggle
for championship honors this season.
Among the older heads, however, the hope
prevailsthat Chicago is strong enough to
give the most likely clubs in the League a
hard race before the finish is reached.
Anson has expressedthe opinion upon
more than one occasion thal New York will
be the only club that Chicago will have to
fear this season, and while one should have
every regard for the big Captain's views in
in such matters, many differ with him to
the extent of believingthat Detroit, and not
York, will prove Chicago's most
formidable adversary in this rat e.
Ihe race for the league pennant shows
the Detroit club still holding on to the lead,
with New York a fair second, and Boston
close upon the heels of the “Giants.” Chicago is fighting nobly for last place, and
may succeed in gaining the proud (?) d stinclion of becoming the tail -coders of the
string. Pittsburgh is playing a remarkably pretty game, and plajing itin a stvle,
too, that would indicate its ability— barring
jiccidents, 9? course -to hold to the place

New

emergency,he

at once held servicesin the

afternoon for the church- workers and those
who could attend in the day, and in the
evening for those whose business occupied
their attentiou during the dav. Still his
congregations increased,and from ajl parts

came to him the cry, “Come
and help us.” He at once called to his asof the city there

sistance EvangelistBliss, of Boston, and the
at once threw open their doors for
tie work. Ministers of the various denominations united, tho Chicago Evangelization Society was inaugurated,and a
carefully considered, systematicwarfare
organized. After being here a month, Mr.
Moody determined to call to his assistance
Francis Murphy, the well-known apostle
of temperance. Feb. 8 Mr. Murphy deliveredbis first address at Farwell Hall.
From that time until the present gospel
temperance has been in the ascendant.
Thousandsnightly flocked to hear Murphy, and hundredsdaily signed the pledge
and donned the blue ribbon, until tho gospel temperancearmv now numbers over

churches

17,000.

Dwight Lyman Moody.
D. L. Moody was born near Northfield,
Mass., Feb. 3, 1837. When the boy was
four years of age his father died, leaving
the care and support of a large family to

indefinitely.

The following table will show the work
of the League clubs to date:

A
Clubs.
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badly off for pitch-

trouble. Clarkson

is the club’s only thoroughly conditioned
pitcher at present, and, disagreeable as it
may be, it is, nevertheless,true that, with
Flynn in his present crippled condition
and Byan firm in his determinationnot to
pitch, there is but little, if any, probability that Chicago will play well enough
to win a majoritvof the games in their
series with any of the clubs they may meet
until this weaknessis remedied. This condition of things, however, can not last for

long. Neither Anson nor Spalding will
approve a team that has shown its inability
to play better ball than Chicago has played
thus far this season; and if Van Haltren
does not join the team at an early day it
may be depended upon that Chicago will
go out upon its first Eastern tour next week

young Moody’s mother, a most estimable
lady of tho Unitarian faith, to whose influence and superior traits many of the strong
elements of Mr. Moody’s character and
work are confessedlydue. In 1854 he
sought employment in a Boston shoe
store, and in the followingyear came to

with two, or at least one, able, experienced,
and thoroughly conditioned pitcher to relieve Clarkson in future. The fact that the
box is the very dangerously weak point in
the Chicago team, Anson long ago recognized, and that the gap in the team’s ranks
made by this shortcoming will be soon
filled is a foregone conclusion.
Not for many seasons past has amateur
base-ball enjoyed so great a boom in Chicago as it is now experiencing.Every

Chicago, to entifr a similar business situation. In both of these cities his earnest
impulsiveness to do good became a marked
feature of his daily life. The excellent
ministrationsof the churcheswhich he attended confirmed him in his conviction of
his life mission, and he resolvedto relinnuish all business of a personal nature and
devote himself to the work of evangelizing.
He took an active interestin tho Young
Men's Christian Association of Chicago,
and establishedthe North Market Mission
Sunday-school, since become famous for
its success in tho conversion of men
to religion. In tho summer of 1861,

Saturday afternoon the great open lots
upon the prairies, as well us the lawns of

many

of the public park*, are covered with

amateur teams and their friends.With
few exceptions the new rules of the League
and Association, as given in “Spalding's
Guide,” are adhered to. For the benefit
of young players it may be well to quote
that veteran in base-ball efforts, Bob
Ferguson,of (he Metropolitans, who says
in reference to the work and stvle of ‘a
player in the field: “To stop a ball well requires practice. An infielder should have
agility and a quick eye. Little more is required. The dead ball is much easier to
stop than the lively ball that was in use
when I played third base. In those days
the balls came to you red hot, aud it was
a frequent occuirence to see a player
knocked off his feet by them. The dead
ball as used now comes to you without
any li e, and the only thing ‘is to have
hard enough hands to hold it. I could
describe a number of ways in which the
ball is stopped. Some players will shin
the ball; that is, they will stop it
with their shins with the intentionof
picking it up quickly, but in doing this the
ball is apt to bound away from them.
Again, some players will ‘crowd’ a ball by
dropping on it with their hands and knees,
but unless they are very quick they are not
able to recover themselvesin time. Then
I have seen plavers * draw the ball,’ as it is
called.1by standing in front of it with legs
close together,and let the ball run up to
their hands. This is the worst of the lot,
for if the ground is in any way rough the
ball is sure to bound away to one side.
The perfect plan, accotding to my idea, is
the one which I always used, and I found it
to be the most effective,and that is to
scoop the ball as it comes to you. This I
do by holding the bauds close together and
give the arms full play. As the ball comes
up let the bands go back between the legs
slightly, and when the ball is about a foot
from you, suddenly bring the hands forward and ran the fingers under the ball. It
is easy and sure.”

Tue Home

istence has the Mate of Michigan h id occasiou to expel a member of either hioase.
or even to ma.»e the attempt. Last week,
Chicago.
however, witnessed such a scene nt the
Capitol as we hope may never again disgrace the fair name and lame of our
boasted^ Mi higau. Beginning promptly
Brief but Interesting Sketch
at 10:15 on the morning of the 26th .acthe World-Famous Evancording to previous appointment!,the
House of BepreseutAtives, through the
gelist.
committeepreviously chosen for the purpose, called the case oi Mr. Dakin and
proceeded to examine witnesses,as in open
[Chicago special]
court, to prove the four charges that had
After four months of incessant labor,
been made against one of their own number,
Chicago’shonored evangelist, Dwight L. which were in substance:
Moody, has brought his mission to a close
1. That the accused, Milo II. Dakin, a
in this city. None but those who have Representative from the First District of
Saginaw County, did, on the 19th day of
watched the evangelistic services closely
April, and at other times, receive money
can form any conception of the immense from John H. Shackelton, Mayor of Sagamount of labor ho has accomplished. inaw, to be corruptlyused among the
Day after day, and week after week, he members of the House in influencing votes
for a bill to amend the charter of the city
has sacrificedcomfort, and even health of Saginaw;
itself,in the effort to accomplish one great
2. That the said Dakin did, on the 19th
and noble object— to proclaim tho glad day of April, and at other times, solicit
tidings of salvation to the people, and and endeavor to procure money from certain persons (who were named), ostensibly
seek to win souls to Christ. On Jan. 2 he
to be used in corrupting members, but actpreached at the First Congregational ually to be used for his own use and bene-

effect of bearing Chicago club stock, so far
its

Never

His Four Months’ Incessant
War Upon Sin in Wicked

2, 1887.
before in tlto ilftv yearn of ita ex-

says a biographer, he devoted most
of his labor to the volunteers of
the war of the rebellion who
were stationed in Chicago, and in November of that year, when the United States
Christian Commission was established,
proceeded under its auspices to the camps
and battle fields of the South, whero he
worked, alleviatingthe Bufferingsand supplying the spiritual necessities of both
friend and foe.
In August, 18G2, he was married to Miss
Emma C. Bevell, of Chicago, by reason of
whose sympathy of temper and* religious
ardor the union has resulted in great good,
not to them alone but to the world. Mr.
Moody has been blessed with two children
—a son and a daughter.

The duties of the Christian Commission
did not prevent him from attending to his
Chicago school. A chapel— Forwell Hall
—was built to supply its growing needs,
and soon out of the organization arose an
independentchurob, of which Mr. Moody
became the pastor. In 1865 be was elected
Presidentof the Young Men’s Christian
Association,and was incessant and indefatigable in his labors to farther its work.
Within two years thereafter, chiefly through
his influence,a building,admirably adapted to its purposes, was erected at a cost of
$200,000.
In October, 1871, the terrible fire, which
devastated Chicago, destroyed Mr. Moody*
home, Farwell Hall, and his church; bnft
within a month thereafter the latter was
replaced by a wooden structure,called the
North Side Tabernacle,and capable of
holding 1,500 persons. Here bis labors,
aided by the musical abilities of Mr. Sankey, continued through severalyears, until
the summer of 1873, when he visited England, accompanied by Mr. Sankey.
Since that time Mr. Moody has been untiring in his good work. He is one of the
most resoluteand successfulof evangelists.

to

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

resolution calling for a connnlttoo

Investigate the Coldwatet public school came

up In the Senate on the 8d Inst., and alter some

—A

cigar factory is starting up nt Evnrt.

—Reed

City has only one resident of the

was tabled. A large part of tho colored race.
Senate'ssessionwas occupied in discussing
—Portland school pupils set out seventySenator Sharp's bill for regulating appointfive
trees on Arbor Day.
ments, defining the duties and fixing tho saladiscussion It

ries of court stenographers. After a long discussion, and pending a motion to strike out, it
was tabled and placed upon the general order.

The House of

—

The

establishment cf a "jiper factory

is talked of at Manchester.

Representativespassed an
importantlabor measure. It prohibits the mo
— The State teachers' meeting will be
of store orders,scrip, notes, or certificatesin
payment of labor. It also makes imperativeon held at Lansing July 6, 7, ond 8.
all employers of labor to pay at least monthly.
—The Agricultural College boys hove
Any violations of these provisionsis made a
misdemeanor, punishableby a fine of from 95
organized
a baud of twelve pieces.
to S50. The vote on the bill was 02 for to 0
against it. The House also passed a bill mak— Work has been comimnced on tbe new
ing it conclusive evidence of railroad
neglect when a corpse In an accident Free MethodistChurch at Petersburg.
is diflgured by fire. In such Case exemplary damages up to 915,000may be
—Mrs. M. Adele Hazlelt, of Hudson,
recovered. This is intended to force a diswill
deliverthe memorial day address at
continuanceof car stoves. It also passed a bill
increasingthe salaries of* tbe Judges of the North ville.
Supreme Court from 94,000to 15,000 per year.
Other bills passed by the House were as fol—Branch County will pay $4,750 for adlows : To authorizeK. A. Bullard to build a
ditionalground upon which to erect its new
bridge across Cass River, Tuscola County; to
create a fund for payment of damage to sheep court house.
by dogs in Jackson City aud the townshipsof
Blackmanand Summit in Jackson County; to
—The Ludingtou School Board, has reauthorize the Board of Control of State
Swamp Lauds to constructa ditch through elected Charles W. Pickcll Superintendent
the townships of Hebron and Mack- for another year.
inaw in Cheboygan County; to provide for
tho appointment of an agent for tho Re—The spring meeting of tho Lansing
form School, whose duties shall be to have tho
fit;
care of and provide for boys after being dis- District Ministerial Association has been
3. That said Dakin did, on tho day chargedfrom school ; a bill for tho formationof indefinitely postponed.
companiesfor constructingand maintaining
named, place opposite the names of fifteen water courses ; to increase the annual salaries
—Sporting men say there will bo more
members of said House of Representatives of tho Justices of tho Supreme Court to 85,000;
sums varying from ?5 to $2o, which be to authorize tho iucon>orationof companies horse-racing in Michigan this year than in
said would be necessary to be used in or- for tho purpose of dealing in brood animals ; to
authorize purchase of text books for use in pub- any one of the ten years past.
der to secure the votes of the members so lic schools by the School Board. Tho commit—The examination of A. P. Tucker at
named for tho bill in question, “thereby tee on the liquor tratllc reported favorably a bill
bringing the good name and character of to regulate the sale of liquors to minors and Coldwater, arrested for assaultwith intent
habitual drunkards. It is very stringent in its
said members into ill-repute;”
provisions.
to commit murder, has been adjournedto
that said Dakin did, on the day
The Senate in committeeof tho whole, on May 31.
named and on other occasions, solicit tho 4th lust., had their dally wrangle over tho
money from at least two persons, to be
— Chns. Montague, of Caro, has •purColdwater public school scandal. In tho course
used among the members of the House of
chased the Coro school bonds for $15,000.
of debate, which became somewhat personal,
Representatives in influencing their votes
it was suggostod that no charges had been
Work on the new building will commence
in favor of the bill named.
The committee for the prosecution con- maao against tho management. SenatorsJ at once.
W. Babcock, Hubbell, and Deyo immediately
sisted of Representatives A. R. Chapman, formulated and filed over their signatures the
—A little boy of Tecumsob, while playJ. \ . B. Goodrich. H. W. Thompson, A.
following : “1. Certain teachers have been disB. Pierce,and B. A. Snow, and they were charged with just cause. 2. Certainmale em- ing horse with some companions, ate a
ably assisted by Representatives Diekema ployes have taken indecent liberties with quantity of com and drank water from an
certain female teachers. 3. That because
and Herrington, who were called to aid in certain other female employes told the
old tin can. He was soon seized with
the conduct of the case by a vote of the truth they were discharged." This hut
House; while Dakin was defended by F. added fuel to tho flame. The continu- spasms and died a few hours later. He is
L. Dodge of Lansing. Judge P. T. Van ance of tho debate was marked with bit- supposed to have been poisoned by copterness and nersonalities,and the House resoluZile of Charlotte,md Judge L. C. Holden tion for an investigation was defeated by a vote
peras, which had been kept in the can.
of Saginaw.
of 18 to 13. The Senators filing charges protested
against,
tho
action
of
the
Senate
in
—The entriesfor the breeders’ stakes in
Frederic L. Eaton, the gentleman who
the affair, but it was of no avail,
made the charges against Dakin, was the whitewashing
tho
fall races of the Central MichiganFair,
and the Senate, under the leadershipof Mr.
first witness called by the prosecution, ond
Palmer, snuelchodthe demand for an investi- to be held at Lansing Sept. 27, 28, 29, and
his examination and cross-examination oc- gation. Mr. Snow’s bill, appropriatinga largo
30, close on May 10. Tho stakes are for
cupied nearly the whole day, and he was amount of State swam]) land for reclaim ing certain lands in the townships of Albeo and 2-year-olds,3-year-olds, and 4 -year-olds,
recalledfor quite a time on the third day; Spaulding, in Saginaw County, passed the comyet he told a plain, straightforward story mittee of tho whole and was placed on order of and liberal purses are offeredby the society
that the attorneys for Dakin were not able third reading. In the House of Representatives for each class. The entriesare confined to
to break or disprove, although thev made bills were passed making an appropriationof
94,000 for tho support of an asylum for insane ten counties included in tke association.
desperate attempts to do so, and fought the criminals at Ionia; to provide for tho ajipointcase for all there was in it until the close mont of a live stock commission ; to amend tho
—Mrs. Mary Cothran, of Kalamazoo,
of the third day, when both sides rested laws relative to foreclosureof chattel mort- died from morphine taken with suicidal ingages ; to provide for laying out a State road in
their case, after having taken testimony
Arenac,Iosco, and Ogemaw counties. The bill
enough to make a book of probably 5(10 or to make tho office of Insurance Commissioner tent. The day before she jumped from a
000 pages, while the speeches of counsel elective instead of appointive, and to enlarge bridge into the river, but was rescued and
in summing up the case will also cover a his powers and duties, was taken from tho
taken home. Several mouths ago she betable and killed.
large number of pages more. Dakin occuThe House bill to restore capital punishment came infatuated with a man and deserted
pied the witness stand for an hour or two
for murder was defeatedin tho Senate, on tho
her husband and two children. Overcome
ou the last day, but his testimony and apparent indifference to the gravity of tho 5th inst, by a vote of 19 to 13, after a long and by remorse, she had made several attempts
situationhud the effect to weaken rather worm debate. The Senate took another turn at to kill herself.
tbe copper and iron specifictax bill, and agreed
than strengthen his ca?o.
—Colonel B. F. Wheeler, recentlychosen
1 he House decided to hold an evening that tho State shall receive 80 and the county
session on the third and last day, and then 20 per cent, of the tax. It also passed a bill ap- to command the First Regiment of the
propriating920,000 to oontinuo the work of
the summing up began, Representative frescoing the Capitol.The bill containeda pro- Michigan State Militia, has announced the
Snow opening for the prosecution.Mr. viso that tho contractshall not be let to an
Dodge followed fof the accused, and then alien,and that no alien shall be employedou following staff appointments:Surgeon,0.
job. Senators Babcock and Deyo renewed M. Woodward, of Tocuraseh; Assistant
came Holden for the same side, Represen- tho
their chargesagainst the Coldwater State pubtative Goodrichfor the prosecution, Judge lic school management, offering another conSurgeon, Thomas J. Sullivan, of Ann
Van Zile for the defense,and then Rep- current resolution to provide for a legislative Arbor; Chaplain, George B. Stocking, of
The matter went over without
resentative Diekema, the best and ablest investigation.
action. Gov. Luce nominatedDaniel L. Case Lansing; Adjutant, Robert Darnton, of
orator in the House, closed the case for
of Lansing, Auditor General In 1859-'<J0, and
the prosecution.
Zach Chandler's first political manager,to Adrian; Quartermaster,John W. Barry, of
The committee announced that articles ho a member of the Board of Control of tho Jackson.
one and four would be waived as not State School for tho Blind, and tho Senate
promptly confirmedthe nomination Tho House
—The excitement concerning the railroad
proven, and then a vote was ordered on spent tho entire day in committee of the whole
the second count (soliciting money, and considering the proposed amendments to the that is proposedto be run between Ypsiintending to use it for his own use), and liquor laws. Tho committee agreed to increase laiiti and Trenton via Bellevillehaving
tbe vote -stood yeas 83, nays 11. Tfie third the tax for selling spirituous, malt, and brewed
liquors from 87100 to 8500 ; for tho manufacture lain dormant for the past two or three years,
charge (making out the list with dollars of spirituous liquors from 8500 to !80J; and for
after the names of members!, was then tho manufactureof malt and btewed liquors has at last been fanned into action again
sustained,every one cf the 94 members from fck-O to 8500. A motion that tho law bo ap- by tho exlensiou of the Michigan Central
plied to druggists was barely defeated.
present voting yea.
One of tho wannest debates of tho session track to Cornwall’s paper mill in Ypsilanti.
Representative Crocker then offered a
was
had in the House on the 0th inst., over the This road, if constructed, would bo the
resolution of expulsion, which Represen-

L

Ogg sought to amend so ns to provide for a severe censure.The amendment
was voted down, yeas 2, nays 92; and then,
amid breatnless silence,the resolutionto
tative

expel the m mber who had made such a
foolishexhibitionof himself and done so
much to biing tbe good name of his follow members was carried by a unanimous vote
of 94 yeas. The Speaker then, in a voice
choking with suppressed sorrow, said:
“Two-thirdsof the members elect having
voted therefor,the resolution is adopted,
and the said Milo H. Dakin, member of
the House of Representatives
from tho
First Representative Districtof Saginaw
Comity, is, from and after this date, expelled from tho floor of this House, and
debarred from any ami all the rights, privileges, and advantages of a member ot snd
House during the remainderof Li. official
term.”

Damon

State constabularybill for the purpose

of enforcingtho liquor laws. It finallypassed

main

thoroughfare for Eastern-bound

freightduring the winter Fea^on.

by a vote of 00 to 13. Tho Important provisions

— The G. A. R. has a $100 nest ogg
bill are as follows : It shall be tho duty
of tbe Governorto appoint biennially a toward a proposed soldiers' monument to
State Marshal. Tho Marshal slmlF-have
power to divide tho Htat> into as many be erected in Howell Cemetery. Tho $100
districts as Lo may think necessary, and
for each of those districtsho shall ap- has nested alone in it* lilt e nest nearly
] oint one deputy, said deputy to have juris dictwo years now. Tho patriotic people of
tion in nd;o ning districts, hut may be reU“ ved by the Marshal at any time, and when- LivingstonCounty should see that $100
of the

ever comid ilnt is made to the Marshal or any
Deputy Marshal that any law referred to in the
act is being \iolatod the Marshal or Deputy
Marshal shi'il investigate, and on satisfactory
1 roof of the violation shall proceed against tho
person violating the law in accordancewith the
provision relative to snob cases. The Marshal
and his deputies shall have tho same lowers in
executingthe law as Sheriffs in the various
counties may have. The State Marshal is to
receive a salary of 8i,.UJ a year and actual
necessaryexj oiikos. Tho deputies shall receive
vl per day and their actual expenses while engaged in prosecutingtheir olficlal duties, which
siiiiis shall he paid by the county in which
services are renucrod. Tho House, in committee of tho whole, spent tho entire afternoon< n
the Pates liquor lull, but mode no progress further tba.i exempting druggists from the general
provisions of the bill, nnu incorporating a stringent section relating to them alone. Just bofore adjournment a substitutefor iha entire
hill was sent up by Mr. McCormick, ai.d was
ordered printed.

companions are regularly deposited in tho
nest until a sufficientsum for a decent

monument to

tbe

memory of

our departed

heroes has been secure 1. Some one start
the ball.— i/oircH Republican.

—Suit was commenced in tho

(

ircuit

Court at East Saginaw, ly Anthony Henry
against

Alonzo T. Ward, claimingdam-

ages in the sum of $10,000. Tho declara-

The investigation into the alleged misconduct of tbe recent Superintendentami
tion cliur.esWard with alienatingtho afone or two of the teachers of the S ale
fectionsof Mrs. Henry from her husband.
Public School at Coldwater, that came so
Henry is a harness-maker by occupation,
near being ordered a coupl • of weeks ago
and
late of the firm of Smith A Henry.
by tbe Legislainre,is likely to be onlen-d
now. as the subject was icvised on the 2,.'tli
Watd is a private banker, and Sup rvisor
by a report made to the two bouses by tbe
in the Second Ward. II ury and his wife
commitites ou that institution, in which
have separated.
they gave the result of a visit recently
The
Colors
of
Caunrios.
made to tho school by a sub-c ommitteeap—It is cnrrentlyrepotted at Grand
pointed by the two committees,who went
With regard to the yellow color of
Rapids that tho Luke Shore Railway Comat the request of the Board of Managers the canary bird and its testimony to
of tbe institution. The report was favor- Mr. Darwin’s theory it is said that, af- pany is negotiating for the purchase of the
able to the school and its managers,ami
ter domestication in Belgium, Ger- Valley Rond, running from that city to
assumed tJut no investigationwas needed,
many,
and England (a point with which Jackson. The company evidently see the
and tbat if one were ordered it
would hurt rather than help tie school, temperature or climate may have had necessityof reaching out, in order to letaud would cripple the managers in their something to dot, the birds throw up ter hold, and to increase their traffic to
efforts to purge the institution of all who on the feathers small patches of yellow Grand Rapids. It would give them a more
would injure it in its future work. Sena- of lighter color, and
carefully
direct line to Toledo. General Manager
tors Hubbell and J. \V. Babcock made mating those birds that had the
vigorousspeechesagainst the report as largest number of these patches the Mullikenis in Grand Rapids, and he sajs
being in the nature of a “bald at:einpt nt breeders at length, and after a consid- the new road from Lansing to Grand
whitewashing,”as tbe former put it. ami
erable per od, succeeded in obtaining Rapids will be built.
against the visit of the sab-commiltee, ns
bright and uniform color, more closely
— Louis T. N. Wilson died at Coldwater
being unauthorized by the Legislature and
resembling
what are called the “clear
in bad taste, as it was in response to an rarecently.Mr. Wilson moved to Coldwater
Gtation from the ve y persons who would birds of to-day. But the application
in 1835, when a mere lad, and in January,
naturallybe less anxious for an investiga- of the phrase, “canary color/ to indi
tion than any others. Tho report and \isit cate a special shade of yellow, thongh. 1843, commenced the study of law with
were both vigorously det ended by Senator general, is not just fled by Uie facts. Lieutenant Governor Coe. He was soon
Westgate (who was of the sub-committee', Canaries of pure breed are*to De found admitted to the bar, and proved a highly
and then the feeling on the matter seemed of many colors. Whole breeds are
successful attorney. At the time of his
so bitter that tbe committeethought best to
green; and, by feeding on pepper and death he was the oldest lawyer in Branch
withdraw tbe report in the Senate; but
other seeds, canaries have been proafter a heated discussion the House adoptCounty, his practice covering a period of
ed a concurrent resolnt on for a rigid aud duced of cinnamon and coffee color, forty-threeyears. He was State Senator
foil investigation. The resolutionwas not and even of red; and, in the lizard vain 1854, and held various other officesat 4
received by the Senate before adjournment riety, the bird, though yellow in the
Friday evening, but it now looks as though crown, is elsewhere shaded and span- different times. He was married four 4
the Senate will concur in ordering the gled in the most lovely manner.-^// time*; at the time of his death three of his •
special investigation.
the Year Bound.
wives were divorced and one dead. *
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a fair sized portrait of

tached to
Mrs. D. R. Meknos of Muskegon,

it is

shows

It

bis face, and

at-

an infant’sbody clothed in

but a slrort-slceved
garment. In his right

vis-

ited friends and relativesIn this city, this

hand
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ously blowing, in the left hand is a drum-
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Notice to Teachers.
Application to teach jn the Public
Schools, of the City of Holland, for the
coming year, will be received at the Secretary’s office, until 7:30 p. m., Monday,
June 6, 1887.
0. E. Yates, Secretary.
Holland,Mich., May 4, 1887. 14-51

ceedings of our able representativein the

Editor.

House, Hon. G. J. Diekema.

Saturday, May

Monday

Detroit Free Press of last

contains a cartoon in its legislativepro-

is a long

trumpet which he

stick which he is using on a

_

managers of Highland Park,

is vigor-

drum

Try our New Jeweler, C- A. Stevenson, next door to the News office. 12-tf,

at his

Board* of Review.
Grand Haven, are getting that resort side. The picture is very suggestive.
Accompanyingthe cartoon is a very flatready for visitors.
Notice is hereby given that the Board
tering and much deserved notice, and of Review of the City of Holland, will
It is asserted that the Bell Telephone
expresses in glowing terms the effect of meet at the Common Council rooms, in
Company cleared $14 last year on every his suggestions and speeches before the said city, on Monday, the 18th day of
May, 1887, and continue in session four
$1 of expense, thus confirming the truth
Legislature.Mr. Diekema is the leader successive days, for the purpose of reof the adage that “people wiU talk.”
in the House of Representatives, and his viewing the annual assessment roll, and
.

..

.

..

.

any person desiring so to do, may then
and there examine bis assessment.
day morning at 10 o’clock, caused by the
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Last Saturdly night everybody-— their
Dated, Holland, May 3rd, 1887. 14-2t
burning out of the chimney of the resi- cousins and their aunts— old men, and
dence of Mrs. Markle, on Market street. young men, wqre promenading the streets,

A fibb alarm was sounded

position as such

last Wednes-

generally conceded.

is

— —

—

— -

°,

Money

Save Tour

and the walks were jammed with a perfect
Bennie Gee’s Novelty Company and
regiment of human being., llany were b,u>'ine B[u“|!e8:of "" |tind8*"1d'l''"11ties, from a tooth brush to a kalsomine
Lilliputian Silver Coruet Band, are this
out on business, some were shopping, brush, at the store of
month exhibitingin Iowa. This comsome getting an airing after an all day’s
Dr. W. Van Pctten.
binationstarted out from Holland four

B J

-

The Grand Haven

years ago.

...
,
seemed

confinementin the shop,

11-tf.

1

factory, or home,

.

Shiloh's VitalizerIs what you need for Uonstlpatlon, loss of Appetite, Dizziness, and all svtnp-

POWDER
- __ _
short
New^ork. hm
Absolutely Pure.

cursions to

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. .More economical
very noticeable change in the weather. I [fem8 F0^feegy Yato71fcCK1a0naend 75 Cent8 PCrb0t' than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
Holland, on Saturday night, presented
Croup, Whooping Cough and Bronchitislm- competition with the multitude of low test,
weight alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only
great scene of animation,and if any one | “^lately relievedby Shiloh’s Cure.
cans. Rotal Baking Powder Co., 1W5 Wall

be resumed in two weeks.”

quickly dispel the illusion by watching Your prenllscs tlll3 Sprlog, |( 80_

-«•»

-

and

Evening Tribune

the

perfectly delighted at

all

a

thus alludes to the running ot Sunday ex-

can

the people,

“Bicycling beats boating, batting, bath-

become

—

«•«.

Wedding

of billiousness,

At 7 o’clock last evening

and

all bothering besetments.

Are You Nervous? Soperior Lawn Mower

Or, do you suffer from Indescribable feelings,
by buying Ma8ury*8 Liquid
both mental and physical? Have you overworked,
Colors, the best paints in world withIS THE ODE TO BBT?
out a doubt. They are not chemical mix- or from other cause, become debilitated. Do you
Because
it is the only machine in the
lack ambition,strength and vitality from ant/
tures but on the contrary, are pure Linmarket which cun be adjusted in a
cause?
If
so
nllllcted,
or
if you are troubledwith
seed Oil Paints and we can assure all who
moment to cut grass from fine to twelve
contemplate paintingthat better results disease of any nature, send a self-addressed Inches high.

money

Re

great number

why

you can save

crowding inio .be

Firs,

^

bquid co™

Van Raalte, Commander.

happy

pair

by Miss

intel-

came up

the east aisle,attended

|

and Mr. John

Nellie Grooters

n^fg St0r°

°f

Y.
REMOVAL!

Address Curtis lozono Co.,
Block. Syracuse, N.

Du \y yAK pCTTEN

I

you ought to realize that Juistema, as bridesmaid and groomsman.
Dissolution Notice.
the meanest and most niggardly act you The service was entirely in the Holland Notice is hereby given that the co-partcan do is to torment your neighbor by language and was conducted by Rev. | nershlp existing between Robert A. Hunt
continually begging the loan of the local Wormser, the pastor, assisted by Rev. I an(* George Hopkins has this day been
lect as an insect

_

cSrdueV.i “flrm' ariTbe

paper. EilUerletlt aloae or buy one of Meulemlyke, of Fremont. After 'be aer*our
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'be bridal parly passed

List of lettersremaining In Ibe post- of lhe 0l’P08iteeide of
office at Holland, Mich.,

May

it

to
At

large attendanceis requested.

much

that

the

the proper observanceof DecorationDay.

If you are possessed of as

you

If

They are mode with double gear, giving
ease of motion so that a child cau ruu
to witness the wedding of one of the lead- They can only be found in Holland at the the press, the medical profession and all Intelligent it. The material used in manufacturing
persons who have Investigated Its merits. A gS the mower is of the very best quality.
ing and most popular young ladies of
Store of
Treatment deliveredfree to one person In every
Dr. W. Van Putten.
Come and examine it before you buy
church, namely, Miss Wilhelmiua Ball
lf‘
town. Give both express and postoftlceaddress, any other.
Mr. John Duursema, of Fremont.
Anti-KalsomineAlbastine, the best and enclose 50 cents to cover charges, boxing and
7:80 the wedding march struck up and the PreParfttiousfor your walls, for sale at the delivering.In ordering ask for Treatment “B."
R.

A meeting of citizensis called for next
Wednesday evening to meet at Mayor
McBride’s office to make preparations for

B.

a

tell

stamped envelope, with descriptionof case, for fnll
InformationconcerningProf. Curtis' ‘‘IOZONE
formed church. The crowd had gathered ever before offered,under whatevername, TREATMENT."It Is endorsed by the clergy,
of peopie were

A

our wo want to

evening
_Bells.

brains, and has

the boss banisher

-’

repass, on

principal thoroughfare, any pleasant Sat-

ing, bowling, boxing, botanizing,barb- urday
bestriding,by bringing bounding bodies,

brawny backs, buoyant

who pass and

m^uWm

in \#V#

8t., W

Macatawa Park and Ottawa
Beach: “Sunday excursionsfrom Grand doubts Ibe assertion that the city proper Vropr:Hu Owner* and HousekeepRapids to the Holland camp grounds will baa aipopulalion of nearly 5,000, ihey
nre Tou Gotng t(> Fa(nt

waa

12, 1887: bride

down and out Robert Hunt, who

llle churcl1-

Tb8

n,es8 nA

'be
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mos.

A PR FC FAIT I For name§ of two book agents
! and 12 cents in ptampg, ;o pav
postage, we will mail you rrQQ Large Steel Parlor
Engraving of all our rlCC Preoidenta.including Clevelond. size 22r28 inches, worth $5.
Also the great book for agents,"The Lives and
Graves ofour Presidents,’’over 600 pages. 22 full
page portraits."Cleared $20. first dav.’’— MATTIE

H

rnCOUII

MELLINGEH. "Made over $60 llrst week."—
W. ALLISON. "Took 10 orders first dav."— T.
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential cam-

paid 'to

will continue the busi-

For the next

°< Eighth and Market

60 DiYYJS

allired in Kins col<>rf!d reet8'

RANTERS & SONS.

Wieting

paign it outsells all other books In the field. Complete outfit, Including engraving, for 50 cents In

stamps. Always address ELDER
Chicago.

PUB

CO..

III.

James Doran, D. Mulder, Emma Smith, 8llk- wilhout flowers or other °™8™cnt. Holland, Mich., May 2, 1887.
Grade Holcomb, Geo. B. Wilson 2, Fred
ad“‘r'“B 6'ances given and
I can l)e found in the Bosnian Richest Humorous Booh of the Age.
Harl, Mrs. Pheba Harrison, Charles New- ““S88""810^ remark3 beard, showed I For Boiled Oil, Linseed Oil and Maat Saratoga!
well tbe esteem in which she was held by cblDe 0il; « nile Lead. strictly pure, in building, opposite Van Duren
by
Josiah
Alien’ll
Wife. Miss Holly spent
J. O. VAN Pctten, P. M. | ber late companions, a„ of when,, wish
P05Slb'e
Bros, shoe store, and will sell all last season aumlthe whirl of fashionat Sarathe young couple a happy and successful |
Dr W Van Putten
toga, and lakes off its follies. flirtations, low neck
dressing,pug dogs. etc. , in her inimitable mirthLast Saturday afternoon the engine I fuiure. Mr. and Mrs. Duursema will
all goods at a
provokingstyle. The book is profuse/]/ illustrated
of the train which leaves here at 3 p. m. leave for Fremont in a day or two. At
Notice,
by OrFEB the renowned artistof Puck. Will sell
immensely. Price 8250. \ST BRIGHT
had a collision with a switch engine, of present they are visiting at Mr. John H. Wykbuysen, having removed ids
the Michigan Central, at Grand Rapids. Duursema’s, of this city. A number of 8,ock t0 Eighth street, next door to the
Great Sacriflce in Price
The engineer, Steve Marsh, and the fire- friends from Muskegon and Holland at- 4Holland City News office, will be glad

Tbe

kirl{

Samantha

a'>^a^;

I

H-tf.

man, Gns Brewer, saved themselvesfrom I .ended tbe ceremony. -Grand Z/nrru fen- 1 ducTffiem to trs^ec'ess'^Ch'"^!'^:
in order to
jumping. The engines l7lg Tribune, The many Holland friends venson, who ha3 a fine assortment of
wore badly wrecked. The Chicago and
y0UnjT couple were giveu a chance walc,ies.clocks, jewelry,silverware, and complete

make room

for a

SECURITY

serious injury by

0f

West Micb. engine was taken to Mu.ke-

to Cougratulale

them, on

last

Wednesday

,0, 9?‘e

new stock when

W

lu",Pr,ice8- If

gon

for re building on Sunday morning, ar,ernoon,at which lime they were here him
paaainE through this city nt about 8 am| were lbe reclplcnts of mwy valuab|e

o

clock.
Tbe correspondentof

the Grand

presents, amone

I

Rapids silver

water

_

which was an

service^

elevant

I

unburdens Agsin a welcome 'visitor has arrived,
Park. "The foliage aQjt a9 usual, with new ideas. In facl,
of tbe forest trees Is just opening,and the 0ue always find something new in Demornumerous valleys are filled with vUi \ ar , MontMy. In the May number ia comDimocmt. In

this city, thus

aide of one large hil! was menced

covered with thousands of wake-robins

ft

10

j9

^

No damage whatever
any

of the

lias

property on the

been done to boo„ t0 molbt.r8 Qnd daugbler8.
grounds; and Tbo 8cria|, ..Allan Quartermaln"

the place will be ready to receive
ora by tbe

first

of

(by

visit- tbe BUlbor of ,.gbe.,)i iDcrca8es in

its

June.'

I

and Ibe publisher is to be congratulated

fuss about protectingthe fish in Gun
Lake, were themselvescatching them

the flfore of
the wearer In
the most trying positions.

Genuine
Whalebone
used by our

ma.

In pursuance of a decree made in this cause,
November 19th, 1886, 1 shall sell at public auction
at the front door of the court house of said county
in the city of Grand Haven, in said county on
the Twentieth Day of Jnne. A. D. 1887,
at

discomfort.

Good Bargains

DERK VAN MAURIK, WILLEMINA VAN
MAURIK and ABEL M. GIBBS, Derendanie.

0.

woven cover,and
the
.dji.
tj
renderingit im
through. (5m
KAlrtJTACTUBE) BT

BREYMAN.

Holland, Mich., April 2J. 1887.

Breaking In”
process,with
accompanying

Conforms to

and "et

-In

new

mr11

WEEDSPORT SKIRT & DRESS

one o’clock p, m. all of those certain nieces or
parcels of land situate and being in the Township
of CMive, County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known and describedns follows: All of the east
c',Dlr>butorBThe finest full-blooded Norman ftailionB,coalhalf, and the east half of the west half (Ejf and E
^ ® find aiso that another great improve- 4 of the WW) of the south-east quarter (8 E %) black, 3 years old, will he at the fo\. owing places
of section No, thirty-four(34) In Town No. six (tt)
mcul bn9 been made< by wb|ch a purchas- north of range No. sixteen (16) west, containing during the season of 1887:
One always at the Stable of H. Boone, Holland.
in si! one hundredand twenty (120) acres of land
er or 6U^9cr*^er '9 entitled to the selection be the same more or less, according to the governThe other on Mondays at East Saugatuck, at G.
a ila^eru from lfie present or previous ment survey thereof.
ll. Brink’s; Tuesdaysat Fillmore Center, at II. J.
Dated, May 6, 1887.
uumfit‘rs lfi® ^agnz,ne. In the ProhiKlomparcns’place; Wednesdays nt Drcnthc, at II.
AREND VISSCHER,
Court Commissioner In and for Ottawa Bakkcr's place; Thursday afternoonsand Friday
department, “Phohibitionin Great Circuit
County,Michigan.
forenoons at Zeeland,*at Van Eenenaam's place;
Brilaill”.8bow8 whftl .i8
on tbe
GEiiniT J . Diekema, Solicitor for ComplainFriday evenings and Saturday forenoons|at North
14-7t
"0t*icrs'^c” *u l*lut *'ne*
Holland, at Wabeke’s farm.

an open secret for some u^011 6Ccur‘nK 8Ucb a great addition as H.
that the people who make the most ^*der ^a8gard 10 H*® already fine list of

It has been
time

found a great

No

streets.

CALL EARLY

Chancery Sale.
ottswa

Eighth and Market

(<

and other spring flowers, in bloom, pre- and as Demorest always does things well' "'LLIS WABEKE, Complainant,

be

DURABILITY

of

NeW8 o®88-

STATE OF MICHIGANa new department,"Sanitarian." i The Circuit Court (or the County of
leacij women jj0W to
| chancery.

senting the appearanceof a flower garden. tbi8 department will

ELEGANCE
COMFORT
ECONOMY

store to be built on the corner

$fni ^mtisfraents.

himself on Macatawa

flowers The

my new

take possession of

Try our Ac re Jeweler, C. A. Steven-

80n'ncx' door 10 lba

1

^^CORSET.

I

CO.

WEEDSPORT, N.Y.
FOR SALE BY

Marcus and Dick.

by

illegal

means. Oliver England, who is a
game and fish warden and has

deputy

SMOKE

has

charge of the Hastings club grounds,
been using a gill net in Gun river, autj
was arrested by Constable Fred
last

Saturday. He was

Justice Heath

Monday

in the county jail.

Mesick

-

days

The sentence was

ant.

bci,,S

tried before

and given ten

not

Ladies'

if

^

want a Progressive maga

W.

severe enough.— Pfamtre/J Jwtytf/ufeuf. zinc, see Demoresi’s. Published by

---

Jennings Dcmorest,15 East 14th
John Kramer we | New York City,
announce that the government headAt

St.,

BOONE & HELLENTHAL.

SPRING and SUMMER

I 0

^

1

^

r

P ic

r

son — but1' I c w^c

a

re

* U) F 7r °

^

1
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A

'ef

friends of the
for

whom

now

lie

dead. The names

John

New Jeweler, C. A.

Try our

Steven-

Robert Thomson, Andrew Thomson,

College,
city the

ONE DOLLAR.

Table Linens,

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

has been receivedat

RICHARD K FOX,

G. Van Putten
Try our Neiv jeweler, C. A. Steven,
son, next door to the News office. 12-tf

and many

For lame back, side or chest, use Shiloh’sPorous
Plaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane
Shtloh'a Cough and Consumption Cure is sold

terday he was arrested by the Marshal for

license. He was taken

Notice.

New

&

Price 5 Cents.

Sons,

and Desirable Goods.

Our Stock of

-GROCERIES-

past two or three days, acting as colporteur by us on a guarantee.It curea Consumption.
For sale by Yates* Kane. .
for the American Bible Society. On yes-

a

Weels.s

Franklin Square N Y.

Frcdrlk Van den Beldt, Gerrit Wislink,

A young student of Hope
named Zwemer, has been in the

8

White Goods, Sateens and

1

William S. Wilson, Hendrlkus Dijkema,

Peter Ellon.

HAVANA FILLED

10-3m.

The
will bemallcdd
securely wrapped, to any addressIn the Unite’
States for three months ou receipt of

LI

.Li

0. Bakker, Frank Van Ry, John Hekbuis, 80nt “ext door to tbo News office. 12-tf.

John Steketee, Martin Van dcr Velde, and

1887.

”

POLICE GAZETTE

I!

of those Bist9 aDd pcrfumer8;

stones were ordered are:

peddling without

full line of

1

buried iu our |ects 0n their own charms. Tlfey need
cemetery, have arrived, and are at the not, since Ayer’s Hair Vigor restores gray
freight depot, and await the action of balr lo ils original color. Sold by drug
for the soldiersthat

Holland, Mich., April 6,

J. nvc

1887.

the request of Mr.

stones that were ordered some time ago,

cc

is

full and complete and kept fresh by
frequentinvoices.

RAILWAY.
"THE 300-MACKINAW 3H0BT LINE.”
Only Direct Rente to Marquette and the Iron and
Copper Regionsof the Upper Peninsula
of

Michigan. -

-

THE LEONARD
Cliahablb, with Movable Fluei,8ouD Ash,
Carved ana Ornamented, Texpl* Walled.
Charcoal Filled and
Metal Lined, making

desk’s Office, Holland, May 3, 1887.
Two Tbrongli Trails aacli way Hally mating Five Walls in all. Bolid
Sealed proposals will be received by
It will positively
close conecOonsIn Onion Depots
leased as the ordinancecould not bo inter- tbe Common Council of the City of Holety. For flunllles,grocer*
al all Points,
land, until Tuesday, May 17lh, 1887, at
and WeK Prices low.
preted as including the sale of Bibles.
7:30 p. m.. for doing the team work for
The territorytraversedId famous for Its
The young man is studying for the min- said City, for one year, proposals to state
To examine our stock and compare prices
istry. He was considerablyfrightened at tbe price per day and per load. Endorse
before purchasingelsewhere.
Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
For Sal?
being arrested,but regained bis com- on the envelope “Proposal for Team
City

before Justice Angel, but was at once re-

IPAY

posure ou being convinced that it was
H

"STOU

Work.”

all

CiuUku, — Grand JIuoen Evening Iribum,

By order of tbe Common Council.
Geo. H. bur, City Clerk.

14-2t

G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Hoilauu, Mich., May 5, 1867.

Tickets for sale artll points via this route.
For Maps, Folders, Rates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
Oeu’i Fast. & Tickvt
illch.

Agu,

R.

by

Kauters & Sons

-

[official.]

We dedicate these
Trowbddge to “If. A.’s" sec- friends in curing Consumption, severe
Clothing.
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and
ond Volume of that great modern spiritualguide,
Holland, Mich., May 10. 1887.
in fact all throat and lung diseases. No T)08MAN,
— , J. 4V. Merchant Tailor, konns
who represenuthe guide-board that rigidlystands
largest
The Common Connell met pnnnant to adjournperson can use it without immediate reand points out the way for others to go, but never
ment and was called to order by the Mayor.
lief. Three doses will relieve any case,
“Andrew."
Preecnt: Mayor McBride, Aid. Harrington, Carr, go it
and we consider it the duty of all Drug!
De Vries, Kulte, Van Ark, and the Clerk.
West Olive.
gists to recommend it to the poor, dying
The reading of the minutes and the regular order
tiary in

Common ConnoiL

the SUte of Michigan.

items in the life of

Merchant Tailon.

D

the

J^RDSSK

BROS., Merchant Tailors.

themselves.

Marble Worki.

ftnDfXPlIVeYat1,ea9t 10 try one botlle* M
Mn. w,ouu dozen bottles were sold last year
and no one case where it failed was re’Miller, was In town last Tuesday.
Fruit trees are in bloom and the foreat tree* are ported. Such a medicine as the German
tymp cannot be too widely known. Ask
putting on their green trimmings.
your druggistabout it. Sample bottles
The wlatergreen berry trade haa assumed rather

business was suspended.
The following bills were presented
•resentedfor payment:
0. Van Fatten & Sons, pala one pooi
•r o:
•rder, $2 50.
—Allowed and a warrant ordered li
issued on the

Vegetation is sufferingfrom want of rain.

of

_

Mr . Davidson’scharming young widow,

city treasurerin payovent thereof.

Meat Marketi.

Pursuant to the provisions of an ordinance enCommission Merchant.
HwN\ Fr*,h *Dd Balt Meats, and
"An ordinance relative to saloons and sachoice steaks alwaya on hand. River street.
to try, sold at 10 cents. Regular size, 75
loon-keepers," the following named persons apT'J1'.
CwomlMlon
Merchant,
larger proportionsthan wae expected. Large
plied for a license to keep a saloon, vlt: Peter
,n Qr»in, Flour and Produce. Hii?l
UlJi? La whole«l« and retail dealer in fresh,
TT^,(1 by *11 Druggists and Dealers, market price
shipmentsare being made to Grand Rapids and
paid for wheat, office In ft
Brown, Cornells Blom, and Bobert A. Hunt.
•av salt and smoked meats. No, 88 Eighth 81.
in the United States and Canada.
Detroit.
tore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Aid. Kramer here appeared and took bis seat.
A v At
VEER, First
M. R. Merritt, of Olive Center, and Chester
/1JU.
vou kUBb
Aid. AAOiiiugauu
Harrington aaavs
moved
that HWCUouB
licensesbe granted
'yard Meat Market.
If your bJoQd is vitiated, cleanse it with- __
Dru**
and
Xidlolnoi.
snhlert to
ti. the p»oto> the above named persons, subject
on band.
White succeeded in finding a bee tree Monday.
out delay by the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
vlsions
of vuc
the above
entitledurainance.—
ordinance.— carried
Carried.
viBiuuB ui
nuu«o buuucu
They captured the bees and about thirty quarts
Yeas. Harrington, Carr, De Vries, Kramer, Kulte
8TURB.Kremer. ^ B.ngg,
of honey.
Millinery.
and Van Ark, fi; nays, 0.
titled,

sy

K

VAgf DUREN « VAN DER

_

I

’

CEg.p^,o°RDU

Excitement In Texas.

Several of the people of West Olive went north
Saloon-keeper’s bond of Robert A. Hunt as
principal, and Hermanns Boone and John K
by special conveyance Saturday evening. For
JMCJU,
1U lUC
111 01
Kleyn. UP
as DUrCUCD«
sureties,in
the Oil
sum
of two thousand
/I rtl
r a nr a
rwl
furtherparticulars\ye will have to rely on "Tl*
dollars,
was presented
for approval.

a

Button."

islPsil:
M

Great excitement has been caused in

VAN ?KN BERGE

L.

A

8. & CO., Mlllluerv

V]?,aityof Pari9' Te* • by the remarkable discovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who
That was quite a fish story “Andrew" gave ns was so he piess ho could not turn in bed, SC W0ir7E^!in Kt'1
Pr°Pr,etor of First
Photographer!.
last week, but he failed to tell us what kind of ap- or raise his head; everybody said he was
or Mght. 1 Kht lretCarernl,y
paratus was used on that occasion. We are anxi- dying of Consumption.Atrial bottle of
Beit cabinetphoios. made
ous lo kuow.
si.tn n c[tJ on,y W. 00 per dog. Views taken out
ur King a New Discovery was sent him. WAfSi,sLMk nfR’ irUB*Ut Rnd Pharmacist;a Ude
on short notice.Rlghth street
1 k f K00d,,aPPerU‘lning to the busPotatoes are selling at 85 cents per bushel and are v inding relief, he bought a large bottle iness.
very scarce,but we are told this is not the case a an( a box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills;
Pr°rr,eJorBof River street
few miles east. Mr. D. Brass uncovered some by the time he had taken two boxes of
phoiMuSI; Sit01™ R“e"' C*bl"ct*'
POt^es ast Tuesday which laid in the ground all 1 ills and two bottles of the Discovery, he
winter.
was well and had gained in flesh ihirtyPhysician!.
Pry Goods and Groceries.
six pounds. Trial botilea of this Great
It Is a hard matter at present to get men to
K^IERS’«;"Wcian and Surgeon. „v.work and teams can not be obtained scarcelyfor Discovery for Consumption free at Yates
Mathew Notier and sixty-elght others, tax pavlove or money. Our citizensare turning their at- * pane’s. Holland, and A. De Kruif. Zee
I <a

On motion of Aid. Harrington the bond was approved. Yeas. Harrington, Carr, De Vries, Kramer, Kulte, and Van Ark, 0 ; nays, 0.
The Committee on Parks and Public Grounds
reported having purchased forty trees from A. 51.
Van Korsen at twenty cents each, and presented
bill for same and recommendedIts payment —
Adopted.
The clerk reported the following oaths of office
on file In the city clerk’s office: President proImport, K. J. Harrington:City Physician. Henry
Kremers; Health Officer, Henry Kremers; Member
of the Harbor Board, K. Schaddeleo:Pound Master, WilliamH. Finch.
ers and citizensof the City of Holland, petitioned
for the opening of Sixth street, between Market
and Fish streets and Its connectionwith Cedar
street, lo such a grade and width as to be useful
for travel, and in accordancewith similar work
done in other parts of the city.—Referred to the
Committee on Streetsand Bridges.
Council adjourned.

K

'

f

Hgjr«aa«»Bs

tention more to farming than ever before and
those whomu/f work in timber are moving north.

A

large

scanthesFclosely.

amount of grass seed is being sowed this

spring, which, If a success, will fill the long felt
want of hay In these parts.

For Sixty Fnvs

"Greens"are filling an Importantpart in the
bill of fare at present.Two of oor blonde females
The large quaotily of, While Load, Oils
went “cow-slipping"the other day aud in en- Brushes Palma, of all kinds, and ollW
deavoring to get on the other side of a been-there- like goods at my store will he sold at less
too-long log fence,one fell partially over and became entangled In the fence and remained in a afw^olesal^.1^ CaU^arfy080

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

OUT AROUND.

IV

V^alWv* ^

1

h°anl

M

A

i;

and?u ^n-

^

Ottawa Station.

mjftom

gKil

pi

D/. IIomcol,ath,c Physician
Office Hours: 10.80 a m. to
10

8 p-

“•

Saloons.

Db- W. Van Pdtten.

comical position. Girls beware of old fences when
you go after "greens."

Married, by the Rev. N. L. Brockway, at his

n

A' ’nPhy,'ciRn aud Burgeon. Office

J

SSSSBSS®*

t°

residence in Johnvllle.on Wednesday,Mai1

4, Mr.
Ice.
Last Thursday evening Justice of the Peace,
Of .11
John Vinkemulder to Miss Eva Dement, both of
John Vinkemulder,arrested Mies Eva Dement,
Lea^your orders for ice for the season
North Olive. Upon ihe return of the parties to his
and took her before Kpv. N. L. Brockway, of with G. P. Hummer, or at the store of R
home, .Mr. Vinkemulderturned over immediately
HUClL£' A«:,llMl?r i? WAdm* Liquors,and
Johnsvllle,who sentenced her to love, honor, and haulers & Sons. Families will be supVA2roDcFrAetAR’ oIv:f/0nraldea,er In One ca^oqCHa!;alo0a,n ^WarJ, three doors
his old bachelorapartmentsof many years to the
obey John, for life, and hereafter bear his name. plied at the rate of eight dollars for the street.
• 0>8,‘,r8 ln 8ca80»- Eighth
new bride, who proceededforthwithto arrange She received the sentence calmly, aud they are llv
n.Qw
Second Hand Store.
them in a befittingstylo as a comfortablehome.
w
—
lug at home on John’s place. May their lives bo
^ bey have the best wishes of many friends here.
s peaceful and quite as their wedding was is the
. Bucklen’sArnica Salve.
J:’| pr(]prl8,orof Bccond Hand
On Monday last, four teams accompanied by wish of the writer,
Eighth .
cr la Sl0VM’ T,nwar°. c,c.
twenty citizensor more of this vicinity, assembled
I here seems to be a mania for marrying this
in the afiernoon at the house of Moses Buxton, spring. Mr. Stewart, of Robinson, was In town
Sores, Tetter Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Watches and Jewelry.
and proceeded to gather up all of the fertilizing Monday and through him wc learned that his son, Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positivesubstance around about his barn and haul it into 1-rank, and flattie Trnmble, both of Robinson, and ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is WISAJ|«l'Yl?le»r..in
No,lnn* and Fancy Goods
BKdMl!£ Yn^r*’ 'Va^h maker, Jeweler,and
a field designed for raising corn for this season.
quite well known thronghoutthis section,were guaranteedto give perfect satisfactionor CUV n«ii H'“r "0Ik- K|e'“b ««..
*00d,< Corner of “"ket
There was great activity on the premises In this married about a week ago. Still another. Mon- money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
Eire and Life Insurance.
feature of farming, until the work was completed, , morntoR there started for Grand Haven a load
For sale by lates & Kane, Holland,and
which was accomplishedIn good season. Mr. J* People consisting of William Cole aud Kittle A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Buxton has been confined to his bed lor forty Bedell, with some of their near friends. They
days, during late lllncas, and as yet has been upon went to the office of Justice W. N. Angel and were
Miscellaneous.
bis feet but a few days, and will undoubtedlybe
made man and wife. The party repaired to Rosa
Furniture.
Ta (lea,er In lumber, lath, shingles,
unable to do any work for some time to come.
Mound aud enjoyed a wedding pIcnlcTlUs^e
We were favored again last Sunday to sit in the a privilegeto be married by an Angel and may the
Immense presence of the much-married,fleet- angel of peace and happinessever abide with
Crpc,,
'fc 5*" ' >|W'
“0. A."
footed,Ed., allat Elder, Trowbridge,who ap.
Prnt n __ ... .. ..
peared here again to tell us how to be wise, and For the Holland City News,
Flour Mills.
Prof. Curtis has thoroughlydemonstratedby
good, and great, and give instructionsconcerning
118
preat
discovery
of
"lOZONE,"
that
this
Mn. Editor:— In your issue of May 7th, "U. a ’’
Chicago and West Michigan BailwayT"’
the crooks and turns and mysteries of both the
of this place, says, after speaking about prayer dreadful disease can bo quicklyand permanently
near aud distant future,in all that they relate to
Taking Effect Sunday, Notcrber 14, 1880.
meetings, that "Sunday school Is also improving cured. It makes no differenceIf the case has bethe people, or powers of earth. And when ho
in every sense of the word, still there are several come chronic,or medicines have failed, Ithe
RUO & co! Matinfaclurcrs of
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
opened his mouth to speak these things, there
families in this vicinitywho neither send their ‘lOZONE TREATMENT, "w,,, cure
,f°"was a great sound as of a mighty rushing wind, or
fci’t
TOWNS.
childrenor avail themselves of this pleasant and I is neUher druqs nor muff, and should not bo
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.
great fulling waters, that filled the whole room, so
profitableway of spending an hour." Now the classed with patent nostrums. To Introduce this
Hardware.
that every one could hear, even to the uttermost
"coat fits me a little tight and makes me squeal." new treatment on Its menu, we will deliver,
a.m. p.m. ptm. U.m.
corners thereof.He representedhimself as the
Holland .............10 20 1 15
12 10 4 45
I have one child, old enough to send to Sunday charges prepaid, one regular §5 Treatmentfree to
Grand Junction. . .. 11 37 2 03 1 28 8 05
mighty "angel,” who was to stand with one foot
speclaliv
school and did send It until I got scared and kept any catarrh sufferer Sin the United States, who
Bangor ............ 11 67
1 47 9 20
upon the sea. and the other upon the dry land,
Benton Harbor ...... 1 25 3 00 3 10 12 00
it away. The cause of my action was that the sends ns at ouce both express and postofflee
cud hold the seven candlesticks,
and have In charge
New
Buffalo .......... 2 W
4 00 4 45 8 00
sound heads" of oor Sunday school, and of which address, and 50 cents to cover charges, boxing and VA stoves14
'n1Guneral Hardware, Chicago ........
the seven seals, and the thunders, and the llght5 15
"H.A." considers himself a shining light, made delivery.In orderingask for Treatment "C." street, opp. Post Office.0 ,,, e,c“ E,«hth
p.m.
p.m.l a.m. p.m.
cnings, and the stars, and the lamps of Are, and
the child believe that it was going to die and go to
the vials of wrath, and all the trumpetswhich he
Blonk
Co
’ Wl*«ng
FROM
CHICAGO
TO
HOLLAND.
HELL. It would wake up In the night and cry un- Blook» Syracuse , N.
5-4mo*
was to blow from now on, for ever and ever. But
a. in. p.m. ptm.ia.m.
til I would have to get up and quiet its iears about
Chicago
the Impressionmade upon many of bis old ac9 00 3 55 9 JO
what some "sound head" had been telling it
New Tiufla'o.
11 85 6 10 12 10 4 45
quaintances Cere, that were present, was of a very
Benton
Harbor
.......
about going to hell the previous day. I would not
12 30 7 00 1 25 7 50
different,il not entirely of an opposite nature.
hard- Bangor ...............1 45 7 55 2 50 11 10
«ay anything about this, if all your readershad
Grand Junction ..... 2 05 8 07 8 12
To them lie appeared as the beast with the seven
12 26
corner River and ilghih ^Iroef
r°D Waro* Holland ........
read all of “II. A.’s” items. They would then
8 05 » 00 185 3 05
Produce, Etc.
heads and ten horns, that had charge of the seven
hare certainlyseen, by this time, that he was a
p ra. p.m. s.m. p.m
j
(WHOLESALE.)
plagues, and all of the abominations, and everyHctels.
littlecracked In the upper story, but to one pick( Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
from Holland to grand rapids
thing that is calculatedto corrupt, to mystify, mising -"P the paper for the first time, would think
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. F’gt.
lead, degrade, aud disgust the people. On our
that this was a bad place iadecd. It is bad
arrivalat the school honse, wc were met by one of
p.m. p.m. t.m. a.m. p m.
enough, without making it worse. • I do not wish
Holland ..............
RETAIL.
the members of the school board, who was present
3 05 000 t4 45 10 05
5 55
lo run down the Sunday school, far from It, but I
Zeeland ............. 8 13
to dispute ibe use of the house for the accommo4 56 10 20 6 17
BaUeI ifito 17c- Ebbs
0 ratio Rapids ........
preferto keep my child at home, rather than have 10c Honey, 12c; Unions. 60c; Potatoes. SO to 90c
8 55
5
45
11
00
8 00
dation of Trowbridge and stubbornly refusedlo
ts reason dethroned by a set of sanctimonious
Grain, Feed, Etc.
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HULLAMK
unlock the doors for that purpose. But while In
idiots who I am compelledto believe, by their
a. m p.m. ptm.
controversy with the arrivals over the matter, one
Grand Rapids....... 9 10 12 80 11 00 p.m
treatment of my child, know but a littlenrofelEan
5 00
of the bystanders, through necessity,tried oue of
Zeeland ..............9 54
a
Yours Truly,
11 42 5 41
Livery and Sale Stables.
Holland .........
the doors, which was found to be unfastened, and
10 05 1 15 11 50 5 55
"Sinner "
consequently a peaceable possession was soon ac-
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FROM HOLLAND Tu MUSK EGON.

quired. The audience all told, when seated,
Lake Shore.
proved to bo very thin, but this unfavorable aspect
Mrs. John JoscclynIs not expected to live at
did not seem in the least to discourage the orator, this writing.
who wrestled vehementlywith bis complex subBrother Geo. Scott suuk a new well for our pasject for an hour or more, not forgetting in bis tor one day last week on the Dcboor place.
closing remarks, to pour out one of his little vials

Albert Wyatt is Hailingthis spring, and so far

or wrath upon our devotedhead, aud to tell us in

seems well pleased with

plain language that whenever our charriot wheels

I

got dry, aud needed greasing,that we might seek
aid for

occupation.

that purpose elsewhere, as he should de-

n .

no

Mount
by divine command, but his church

.

i ii’

sumption last Sunday morning. She had been

State of Michigan. To his ability of preacher aud

Wo

ill

quote two of the eleven verses of his Inspirationof

for a

long time.

VAN
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found in full in that great work of his called the
"MidnightCry.” Here is the selection:

TTOLLANI) CITV BREWERY,

fiMrtmj.

B.

Ce'andTep^s^fr*^ ^

barrd8'

HOLLAND CRYSTAL CREAMERY.,Notlcr

Attorneysand Justices,

,
11: —& --Bukelaar.
proprietors.Pure Butter In
packages. Fish street.
--

I

V^EMA

LS

G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections
promptly attended to. Office v-.
’ 'au dtr

T-

street.

-------

HUFWmnY
v 'H I'fuctlcalMachinist, Mill and
cugiiiu uepnirs
XI Engine
Repairs a
a specialty. Shop on
Seventh street, near River.

P0nTtLJ„'.C,,nU.0.rn^yand Counsellor at Law

ilimsESt,. W0Ck' coraer

Kl=llth

JTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Mill 'P 1 ^a^,er,• General Manager,Wind
Mills, Tanks, etc., a specialty. “
U
TTUNTLEY, JAS.,

for a few days back and burned some wood for
John Marks and Jacob Flleman, and some fence
for Mr. De Graaf and others.Thrbl^kbwry'
chard of Mr. Marks was totally destroyed.

or-

SHgApsatssas ESHSa-eS-

v

_

_

Bank.

TAC.K,rlL4.‘w “^EDKR, Manaractarar.of
Carriaces, Wagons, Cutters. Sleighs Hole
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Speclaf attention
to Horseshoeing
and RepaTring. R|v0r B?reet,
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•1 all kinds of Buildings. Office on River street.
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Architect, Builderand Con-

Bakeries.

Our farmers here have their corn partly planted
VAHBL0MrIEL^N' P" wholesale and retail
Twice In God’s time there has appeared a case, Wheat In this vicinitylooks good, in fact to oui Eighth 8treeL^ncarlilver'CU'^ “'Id ’ral
Where a scamp has, escaped from just disgrace, knowledge, it has never been better at this season
Who should find repose in a prison cell,
of the year. Grass Is backward and needs rain,
Barbers.
Or an active place iu the unshaded dell.
wo have had but very little in the past six weeks!
There is a note attached to his poem which
I hope you will excuse my negligence for not
reads: "Composedon escape from the enemy’s sending in the Lake Shore items for the past throe
hands from a cruel tortureof fire, displayed by a weeks or so. To tell you the truth I have been in
Boots and Shoes.
composed mob, for my sake held in God. " It will mortal fear for some time, and have been somebe seen by this note that he was in fear of fire, what afraid to chronicle the news. My case is simwhile in his poem, ho declares that it was "Ur and
liar to that of “H. A.," . few weeks ago, when be
feathers.”But it was not on acconnt of any faith accused a man of eating “dead cow," except his
VASh?UREANi Bii0S t de»lers in Boots and
in God that he might possess that Jnstlr caused
man was a largo one and mine a sprout of a lad
Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
this fear, but for snch reasons as the nse of tar aud
Eighth street.
His avenger came after him; mine Is just “afther
feathers would naturallysuggest In any moral and cornin’."Still we lire.
respectable community. For similar reasons we
“Jake.*1
know of one occasion where the friendlyerror of
the prosecutingattorney of this county, was all
AstonishingSuccess.
^
that intervenedbetween bis ‘•hdlineaa" and a
It is the duty of every person who has
"suit of apartments"which the media of the case
used lhschee'% German Syrup to let its
demanded fur a term of years la some peniten- wonderful qualliies be known to their
promptlyattended to. Eighth street.

30 6
0 30 6
0 40 0
7 15 7

t5

p.m.
J;'HO,M HOLLAND

’

Rivcr strca1!- 0fllce ln *Ncw Mill and Factory on

Forest fires have been on a rampage around here

Permit ns now, by way of contrast, to add a
verse of our own.

A. Sell, Pro-

P-m. (p.m.
Muskegon, 3rd street
Ferrvsburg .......... 2 15112 82
Grand Haven ....... 2 20 12 85
Holland ........
3 Ob 1 10

.

Peiton.

Twice have th; y strove In the rapid place,
To destroy a man that's filled with grace,
But In God’s merer he Is made to stand,
For God holds up his servant’shands.

hi'

— J

3 (15
3 43
3 47
4 16

-MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

,tu>1

r

.

FLIS ami Mav.i.iMimila'|,‘
CarrlaK* MaonfacBOOD.
,„™w„srjrwT.black8,?luh
*boP. Also manufueturerof Ox Yokes. River street.

Veen’s block, Eighth

Mrs. Wilson was here on a visit last week. Her
homo is in Eaton county. She returned there by
way of Grand Rapids, where she has a son, Abram

Twice have they strove with great skill,
To tar and featherat their will,
But God In mercy stopped their plan,
By turning the batlle at his command.

...

Manufactories,MilisT Shops, Etc.'

Mr. A. Dolph and wife have been visitingIn the
East for the past two months. They returned
home lost Saturday.

this nature that relate to himself which may be

a m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

Holland. .............10 15
Grand Haven ....... 10 53
Ferrvsburg ......... 10 57
Muskegon , 3rd atreei 11 25

haalte,
— , A. C.. The finest and best
„
liver
v horses and carriages in the citv
S?r,ey’^ Stable on
Market street near City Hotel
C l> '

injury iu that re-

Mrs. G. W. Rogers is failing quite rapidly,a
brethren there put a flea In his ear and sent back good constitution and a strong will, has kept her
immediatelyto ascertain11 there was any honor In up for a long time.
being known abroad as the biggest fool in the
Mrs. Cook, near Port Sheldon, died with contraveler, may also bo added that of poet.

lh«

RETAIL.

Buckwheat, 60c; Bran W 100
100 lbs., 3 1.2.); Clove* s^d

the school.

rejrortcd that he once made a journey ta

Martel Se^mh ,u

Ninth street, near Market.

The School Inspector visitedour school on Monday. He seemed well pleased and spoke well of

torietyns a traveler, ns well as a preacher. It Is

learning done, cor.

H., Liver, and Sale Stable;

caches bid fair to bo a heavy crop with us this

season, the frost has done us
spect.

cline to net. Trowbridgealso possesses some no-

Cclestla,

his

era)

'

THE

LILY IN THE

SHEAF.

beautiful afternoon came, she slipped
away with the remark to her mother:
“It is so pleasant,mother, that 1 think I
will take a walk in the woods.”
“Well, daughter, go for your walk, but

While preparing the room Kittv told her groom stood at the chancel roil and the old
mother the history of her walk, and what minister was about to pronounce the words
had come of it, and that worthy woman was that would make them man and wife, when
0. weary, and worn, and bent, and gray,
so much excited by the news of the acci- down the aisle strode two men who apWaa Dame Durand she had gleanedall day
dent that she neglected to scold her daugh- proached the expectantgroom from each
Behind the reapora-doHplte
her care
Her ahoaf held little of value there.
come home early and stop at the mill for ter for going to the place which she had
side, seized and hand-cuffed him, while one
Yet, far from being diatraitor
jV
your father,” was the reply of Mrs. Mal- time and again been notified to shun.
of them said in a loud
Her Upa were wreathed in a amlle so glad, '
colm,
who, had she dreamed of Kitty's inHer alatergleaners ill gathered’round,
“I forbid the ceremony. This man is an
Arrangements
hod
scarcely been comAnd questioned: “Good Dame, what hast tended destination,would have peremptorily pleted for the comfort of the expected escaped convict. George Howard von are
forbidden'her going.
thou found,
guest when the miller and his party re- my prisoner."
Thai thou, who hast tolledthe live-longday,
Armed with her mother's unconscious turned with a litter bearing the wouladed Great excitement prevailed amid which
Should look, at even, so blithe and gay?"
permissionto go where she chose, Kitty man. The doctor, a surgeon of the old the waitinffbrfde fainted and was borne
Down from her head she loweredher sheaf
chose to visit “Black Point," as the ledge school, who had been summoned from from the church to her home. After the
Her brown hand shook like an autumn leaf
of rocks was known. Setting out at a T
» made an examination of the in- tumult caused by the unexpected interrup‘See my good fortune, kind friends, I pray,
brisk pace she was soon at the foot of the juries,and pronounced it ns his opinion tion had somewhat subsided the officers,
A Lilv I’ve found In my sheaf, to-day
Flame-likeit burned in the wheat-fleld’s breast. hill looking up at the huge mass of rocks that with rest and good nursing the patient for such they were, stated that the prisoner,
But hero, in my sheaf, it flndeth rest "
hanging dark and lowering overhead, their would soon be able to attend his customnrv George Howard, alias James Argyle, had
ragged outlinesmade harsher still by the vocation, unless tbe bones which he had escaped from the New Hampshire State
‘A worthless weed," with a sneer, one cries,
prison, where he was serving a life-sen•Not worth the room that it occupies. "
“Not so," said the Dame, “the weary hours
tence for the murder of his wife, a girl of
Were cheered by the breath and bloom of
about 18 years. They hod traced him from
flowers,
place to place, and had luckily discovered
And lighter all day my load has been,
For the fair Lily that lay within
him in the very nick of time, as the sequel
And how ’twill brighten and cheer my homo,
•
When I to that longed-for place have come
The people were so indignant that it was
In the Wheat, food for our hunger lies,
with the utmost difficulty they were perret on the Lily we’ll feast our eyes.’
suaded to lot the law take its course. Cooler
Ah, we who glean in life’s harvest fields,
counsel prevailed,however, and the murDo we garner all its richness yields ?
derer, Howard, was given in charge of the
Our physical wants ore all onr care,
officers who took him back to his prison.
What we shall cat. and what we shall wear,
Forgetting too oft, as seasons roll,
For many weeks the life of Kitty Malcolm
The wants of hpart or the needs of soul.
was dispaired of, the shock having proven
‘Consider the Lilies,- Jesus saith.
too much for her nervous system, but she
They teach the lesson of living faith
finally recovered, and a year afterward was
Who fears to follow where His hand leads,
Our Savior, who knoweth all our needs?
happily married to Arthur Jones, the
strength of whose devotionshe began to
Ho has given to each his work to do,
realize. Her former dreamy ideas and
But He has given ns pleasures, too ;
romatic fancies were swept away, and she
The while we gather the sheaves of care.
BT DART FAIRTHOBNE.
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TERRIBLE LOSS OF LIFE.
Three Mexican Towni Almost

Obliter-

ated by Earthquakes and

-,

Volcanoes.

One Hundred and

Seventy People In-

stantly Killed and a Earge

Num-

;

ber

-

:

Wounded.

I

showed.

;

1

:
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'Guaymaa(Mexico)

The

dispatch.]

town of Bahispe, in the district of

Montezuma, in Sonora, was destroyed by
the recent earthquake, and 150 lives were
lost. Twenty persons were killed at Oputo
by the falling of buildings.Many people
were injured at Granadas and Gusabiuy
which towns were almost completely destroyed.
IHerniosillo(Mexico) dispatch.]

The earthquake caused terrible damage
in Montezuma. It destroyedseveral vilbut those in the northeastern part
suffered most terribly. Oputo had all its
houses destroyed, and ntne persons were
killed. Bahispe was uttdHy destroyed,
and 150 people were killed. The Louses
were leveled to the ground. A new volcano
appeared, and its eruption destroyed all the
timber and pastures of adjoining valleys
and mountains.
lages,

(City of Mexico dispatch.)
just received its first

The Li

ies of love and joy bloom there.
us garner them day by day,
The blessings blossomingby the way,
Neglecting not each dav so brief,
To bind a Lily within the sheaf.
—Vick's Magazine,

The Government has

80, let

information regarding thedisastious earthquake on tbe 3d inst. at the town of Bahispe,
in the districtof Montezuma, Nonora,
by which 150 persons lost their hves. The
earthquake occurred at 3.30 p. m. At tne
same time volcaniceruptions began in
the neighboring mountains, lighting up the
summits for a long distance.
“Thank God for his kindness to me.”
The prediction is made here by local
She is growing old now, and the past is scientiststhat Mexico is about to undergo
a sealed book, yet many of the simple peoa general seismic convulsion, and recent
ple never tire of telling their friendsof the
records of earthquakesshow that there is
"Are you much hurtr she que led.
days when they were young and saw the
widespread volcanic activity from one end
BcragRy growth which found life in the set and jyoperly adjusted were unusually occurrences, here given, in the romance of of Mexico to the other.
“Kitty
Malcolm,
the
Miller's
Daughter.
dark crovices. But if she was to visit the slow in healing.
[Tucson(Arizona) dispatch.]
Chicago
,
summit and get home before nightfall,no
A party has just returned from the Santa
The duty of caring for the invalid detime was to bo lost, so swingingher snn- volved upon Kitty and her mother, but the
CatalinaMountains and report that the
hat over her arm she began the ascent.
canyons are full of water, brought io tne
A Leap-Year Episode.
time of the latter being greatlyoccupied
Step by step she neared the forbidding
surface by the earthquake. This is a great
with her householdcares, Kilty found herThey were seated in the parlor, and
mass, and she paused to think of the many
boon for this region, as there are thouself practicallyin charge of the sick-room,
things she had heard and read which a position by no means unpleasant, since the clock had struck the hour of ten. sands of acres of good farming land at the
seemed applicable to the place. She could her charge had given evidence of rare con- They were an economical young couple, base of these mountains which only need
not help wondering what she should do versationalpowers, and it needed only her never utilizing but one chair for both to water to make thorn valuable. Another
were she to be placed in circumstances
sit upon, and he always clasped his good effect of the earthquake is the openpresence to awaken them into activity.
like unto those in which novelistssomeWhen somewhat recovered from the ex- arms about her waist to prevent her ing of two large gold veins which were
times place their heroines, for Kitty was a
posure and exhaustionconsequent upon from falling off. The young lady was discovered in the Santa Catalina Moundreamer and possessedof dreamy ideas, the accident he had told his host that his handsome, and she was exceedingly tains at a point where tbe whole side of a.
and felt that some time in her life would name was James Argyle, and that, an
mountain slid down. Several prospecting
clever, as the sequel will show*, while
come a moment of unusual interest and artist by profession, and in pursuanceof
partiesleft to*day to locate claims. From
power, surrounded with that romance for the Bohemian life he was wont to lead, he her male companion was as stupid as a one to two slight shocks of earthquake
goose. She was rather tall and slen- have been felt here for severalduvs. They
which the human heart so longs.
had started overland to visit the points of
der, had bright blue eyes, rosy cheeks, are too slight to cause alarm. There is no
Nearer and nearer she approached the
intefest in their neighborhood when he
base of the frowning rocks. She stood bemet with the mishap that made him an blonde hair, and invariably wore a doubt that nearly every high mountain in
neath their shadow and their damp struck
uninvitedguest of the family. That he mauve colored silk dress. They had Southern Arizona has to a greater or less
a chill to her hitherto buoyant spirits for a
was liberally supplied with money he soon discussedthe weather probabilities, her extent had its topographychanged, but so
moment Then she discovered a curiosity gave proof, and his fine linen and the papa’s rheumatic paralysis, her far as can be learned here there is no acin the way of animal life which she had
jewels which adorned it were certainly mamma’s neuralgia, and all other tive volcano among them.
never seen, and, with an exclamation of evidence that he had been no sluggard.
[Nogales Arizona) dispatch.)
stereotypedtopics,interspersed now* and
Later accounts received heie tend to
delight upon her lips she reached out to
One thing, however,dampened the engrasp it, when she heard near at hand a thusiasm of the miller when speakingo:1 then with a long-drawn sigh, or a kiss, show that the report of a volcano having
voice low and faint saying:
and the conversation began to drag broken out in the Whetstone Mountains is
BY CHA8. A. DEWITT.
his guest, and that was the fact that never,
“For the love of God, if you are a human
by word or sign, bad be intimated where wearily on. At last a bright idea en- true. Men who arrived from Sonora say
that there is strong evidenceof a volcanic
John Malcolm was a miller whose mill- being, help an unfortunate creature!”
he was from or whether he had friends or tered her / little head, whereby she
Startledbeyond measure, Kitty drew back
eruption at a point about forty miles southwheel broke the stillness of a littlevalley
relativeswho would be anxious to know of could infuse interest into the evening’s
deep among the vine-clad hills of Maine, in the shadow of the rocks, and listenet his whereabouts. Neither had he shown entertainment, and, besides, bring a east of Magdalena, and n is contidently
said that one peak is throwing out large
ome three miles from the village of T— . intently, when again came the words:
any disposition to let the inquiring Kitty very important point before the court.
“Help, help, in ihe name of God, for
volumes of smoke, accompanied by sti earns
The greater part of his custom was desee any of his artist work, and the miller She said
of lava. Smoke and tire con be distinctly
rived from the country-folks who resided am dying!”
was often heard to remark in an under“Did you every study palmistry?”
seen from several points along the line of
round-about, for T
, though village in
Roused now by the fact that a human tone:
“Well, Nellie, I’ve studied mostlv all the Sonora Railroad. As far as cun be asname had but little to sustain the pretense, being was lying near nt hand, in the agony
"It s mighty queer, if he is well known,
of the classics,”ho replied, “but I can’ll certained, tbe volcano is in the Sierra Azul
if wo except the railroadand the buildings of death, Kitty cried in a loud voice;
that he don t want his friends to know
which that great leveler of time and dissay I devoted any time to that branch.' range. From the appearance of the coun“Where are you? What is the matter?”
where he is.”
try and the heavy earthquakes that have
tance necessitates. There was little in the
The answer came almost immediately Time wore on, and Mr. Argyle continued Of what does it treat?”
town itself to occasion a visitor,and but from a clump of brush to the left of where
“Why,” murmured Nellie, “it is an occurred U is believed that other volcanoes
to improve so rapidly that ere two months
will break forth.in a few days.
seldom did a stranger appear in the neigh- she stood, and where the rocks were more
had passed he was able to walk about in art whereby you can tell a person’s
[LaredoiTexaz) dispatch1
borhood. unless gome rambler, drawn rough and ragged than at any other point
the dooryard, occasionally straying as far future by examining the palm of the
I assengersarriving on the Monterey
thither by the beautiful scenery outlying of the ascent:
as the mill; then he would find his way hand. Would you like to know your train report that great tires are raging on
the town, condescendedto honor it with a
“Here, here, below^on! I fell|rom the back to the side of Kitty Malcolm.
J
the summit of the mountains in many
brief stay, or when distantfriends deigned cliff and am badly hurt.”
Ah, Kitty! The handsome face and displaces on both sides of the road. Whether
“I haven’t the slightest objection.”
to smile upon some inhabitant
Kitty sprang forward, and lightly step- tinguished bearing of James Argyle were
Kitty Malcolm, the miller’s only child, ping from stone to stone, neared the place
She took his hand gently in hers these fires have any connection with the
playing sad havoc with the heart of the
recent earthquakedisturbances in Arizona
was a wayward young miss of seventeen where the unfortunate sufferer lay. guided
miller’s daughter, and when unobserved he and, after making a careful diagnosisof and New Mexico is yet to be determined,
onmmers, whose beauty, grace, and sweet by the moans which, eVer and anon,
the
creases
in
it,
said
would press her hand or whisper some
as the tops of these mountains are almost
manners made wholly irresistible even her emanated from his pale lips. Reaching
“You come of a long-livedfamily; inaccessible.
tender word, the quics flush of her cheek
wayward disposition. She was the one be- the spot, quite hidden from the casual eye
and the glad light in her eye gave token your grandfather lived to be 82 rears
ing in that little valley around whom by the thick undergrowth,Kitty saw lying that he was not unheeded.
of age and your grandmother75 vour
ALIVE IN HIS COFFIN.
centered the entire friendship of the peo- at full length upon the ground the figure of
As the days flew by it was rumored that father and mother are still living—”
ple, a very oasis in the desert; a sunbeam a man who with almost superhuman efforts
the stranger’s stay was being prolonged
“Why, Nellie,”interrupted George, A Supposed Corpse, Shipped un u Railroad,
in the midst of darkness, as manv a rural was trying to rai<e himself to a sitting
beyond anything needful by the bright
•wain declared, whose heart had gone out posture by the aid of his left arm, while his
Itold you all of that the other night.” Found to Have Regained Con*ciou»n6»a.
eyes of Kitty Malcolm, and rural swains
[Vincennesfind.) special.]
in unsought admiration of the miller’s right lay limp and helpless beside him.
"Well, that does not make the
grew jealous of his presence. There was
daughter.
During the session of the Lutheran
Tbe effort was Uo great and he fell back one among these to whom Kitty had given slightest bit of difference. I could inNow, Kitty Malcolm, though undeniably with a groan ns Kitty reached his side.
much encouragement,and he, more than form you of the fact by this art, sup Lvangehcal Synod at BoonevillePhilip
pretty,and, as is the case with most young
Oyer, a wealthy citizen of Mount Auburn,
“What is the matter? Jiow came vou others,resented the nriist's attentions.
posing you had never told me anything
ladies possessed of more than ordinary here? Ate you much hurt?” she queried,
u., who was present as a delegate,arose to
Arthur Jones was the son of the poorest about it. But pardon the digression.
beauty, was well aware of the fact, yet she almost in the same breath.
make
a few remarks. He had
had scarcely
man in the neighborhood,hut his own You will probably live to be 71 years
had not lost that native siuiplicity'so borisen from lys seat when he was noticed to
“I am a traveler and came through here honesty and industry,coupled with his inof age, or thereabouts;you are desper- stagger, and the next second fell on the
soming to youth, the springtime of which to see the country, and losing my way came
tegrity of character,made him a general
haa been passed amid the familiar scenes upon yonder rocks. While trying to find a
ately in love with a sweet young girl, floor dead. A physicianwas called and
favorite. Though not remarkable for inof a country village, and among a people place of easy descent I missed my footing
telligence, he was stable and firm as a but too bashful to pop the momentous pronounced his case apoplexy. The rewhose rustic hearts know not the fulsome and fell. I have been here since yesterday
mains were hurriedly prepared for burial,
rock, unswerving in devotion and self- question;there are two or three suitors
flattery so common among that class of noon and have been unable to make myand ordered shipped at once to the
or
her
hand,
but
she
is
yours,
and
sacrificing in purpose to the calls of truth
•ociety which makes up the elite of the self beard by any one. I beard vour voice
home of the deceased. Ten hours
and honor.
yours
only
(sighing);
she
loves
vou,
city world.
after the supposed death the remains
and called out for help." was the reply of
Loving Kitty Malcolm with an earnest- dear George, with that maddening
Born at the old homestead near the mill, Ihe man, who certainlypresented a pitiful
amved here by special train from Evansness seldom equalled, he was inexpressiblv tlarne which can only be the luscious
bred in an atmosphere of absolute purity sight.
ville. John K uster. the baggagemaster,
pained when he beard that the miller haii
ruit of a trusting young heart; she assistedby Clark Harvey, transferred the
of thought and speech, reared in a houseHis face, which was that of one young in given his consent to the marring? of his
would make you a good wife (pressing corpse from an Evansville and Terre Haute
hold which equalled in religious zeal those years and destituteof hirsbute adornment,
.
-------- . U.IDUU,C UUU(UUieui|uuuguici
tuviiiuesArgyie.
inen.reeiiiigtnat
daughter to
James Argyle. Then,
feeling that
of the Puritans of old, the life of Kitty PXPPIlt
his hand softly) ; in sickness she would to an Ohio and Mississippi train. Harvev
FnE ti WflVV
__
: t
except for
a wavy brown mustache which i the life happiness of the woman he loved
Malcolm had always been of the commonbe
ever found at your bedside caring declares that ho heard the dead man kick
graced his upper lip, would have been was nt stake, Arthur Jones bent his whole
place order, except on occasions when the
against the lid of the box thr?e or four
called handsome bad not its beauty been energy to tbe task of proving to his own for you. and you could not do better
natural wildness of her disposition,which
marred by several bruises and cuts, one of satisfactionthat Kitty was not about to than marry her; she is tall and slender, times. Mr. Kuster said: “I have handled
was the source of great anxiety to her " *!c , exteuded across the broad forehead, trust her life in the binds of one who would
lias bright blue eyes, rosy cheeks, more coffins than any man about this depot,
worthy mother, led her into the commisand hH features were distortedwith pain soon tire of her companionship,and to this blonde hair, dresses in mauve-colored and I flatter myself that I’m not superion of some mischievousprank or mad- and
stitious. The sensation I experiencedin
i end began a systematic effort to unravel the
silk— — ”
cap feat, which often brought her more
lifting the coffin from one car to another
“Where
are yon injured?”inqnired Kitty, ! Pnst 0* liis successful and more polished
"Stop!” shrieked George, “I can
•orrow than joy, although she took great
who, now that she saw the helpless con- i r‘VR,• Letters of inquiry were sent to all stand it no longer. Will you be mine ?” was the same as liftinga crate having a
pleasureand pride in the act itself. Her
live calf in it. The coffin seemed to be
dition of the stranger, was fast gaining 1 1,10 principal cities, giving the name of
nature was like that of a half-brokencolt,
And she le-mind.
alive. There was
dead weight
command
over
her
nervous
excitement,
Argyle and his occupation of artist,
who, though he has felt the bit, has not
about it W e only had a few minutes in
.
.MX,
VVI1.T.
and whose
evident sufferinghad
, .........
uiiu awakened
iinitKeueu Lot the invariable reply was:
become enough accustomed to its action .
which to transferthe remains, and it was
in her that sympathv so natural to women.
We know nothing of the person you inMen nnd Women nt the Table.
but that he may at times feel it incumbent
suggested by some of the boys that the box
“i.y right arm Ih bioken. I think, and I quire about."
Everything yon can eat with a small be opened and an examination made of the
upon himself to maintain his rights by
Fullv one-half the country-side had been
have little use of my limbs,” he replied,
running away.
spoon was invented for women. It was corpse. To this a strenuous objection was
“lor I cannot move.”
asked to witness the marriage, which was to
One pleasant day Miss Kitty, who was an
delicate flattery in the male sex to thus entered by an unknown gentlemanwho actake
place
on
the
‘J5ih
of
Sepiemt>er.
.. ' i^eu 1 Mm8t R° for help. Can von wait
ardent lover of nature, though she scarce
till I can send some one to remove yon?”
As the time approached Arthur Jones infer the dainty size of the female companied the remains.” Depotmaster
knew why, and who had oft expressed a
u-ked our heroine.
grew more despondent,and despaired of mouth. There is not so much differ* Mechlin telegraphed from here to Washwiyh which still remainedungratiried. to be
“Necessityknows no other law than ever solving the mystery of the man’s life, ence in quantity of consumption be- ington requesting that the coffin on arrival
able to draw or paint tbe many beautiful
obedience," responded ihe stranger,“and if mystery it was.
tween the two, but man being naturally there be opened and an examination made
Bceneu which mether view among the hills,
as I cannot help myself, I mit8l VVait for
On the morning of the day on which the a coarser animal, thinks he has to eat of the body. There, as here, the man who
concluded to put into executionalongsome one to help ru .”
wedding was to take place, Arthur had been most, and he uses a big spoon. But had charge of the corpse again interposed.
cherished scheme, which was nothing more
Word waa sent from Washington to the
No, after arrangingthe injured man as to the village postoffice, as was his usual
or less than to pay a visit to a huge cliff of
the little spoon goes oftener to the lips. Chief of Police at Cincinnati, and word.
comiortrmly as possible,Kitty started r ip- custom, and was returning homeward when
rock which overhung the valley from n
The fact is woman’s great joke on man vas telegraphedthat on the coffin being
idly down the Bleep hill, and was swiftly he was overtaken by two men, who queshill-point a mile or more from her home.
on her way home, callingback ns Khe went: tioned him closely ns to the visitors who is the way she allows him to think >peued the man waa lying on his face, his
It was said by the few who had visited the
“Be patient, and lie perfectly still. I will had been in tbe neighborhoodof l»te. ask- things and never undeceives him. A Jhroud was torn and there were other indiplace to be a most interestingand romantic
soon have assistancefor you.”
ing their names and a minute descriptionof man takes up the bill of fare and cations going to ahow that Gyer had come
•pot, beside* being one of tbe most dauShe
hurried ns fast iis her feet could each. When the name of James Argyle smacks his lips and makes a great show, to hfe after having been placed in the
flerous in that locality,not only trora the
coffin.
carry l.er io the mill where n.e found her was mentioned and his description given a of appetite and enjcynient A woman
difficulty
obtaining a sufficiently
father,and imparted to him the knowledge look of meaning passed between the two, never makes any demonstration, but
firm fooling to make one'* , way in safety
Sohneke states that the electricitr
and when told that he was to that day the simple, innocent way in which she
to the summit, but from tbe feet that it that • stranger had fallen from Black Point
which is discharged during a thunder•nd was lying there badly injured.
mam* tbe belle of the village they thanked
bad been discoveredthat the immense
unostentatiously gets away with the atom is produced by the friction of
fhe filler hastened forth and soon their informer and rode rapidly away.
promontory was penetrated by small openman howls water and ice, that is, that the ice is
Arthur pondered the matter for some menu is delightful
made
the circumstances known to a few of
ing* and caverns of considerablesize,
when
he
is
hungry.
A
woman
never electrified by friction of water. Just
time
and
being
unable
to
arrive
at
a
satiswhich mode it a charming rendezvous the nearest neighbors, and a rescuing party
was soon on its way to Ihe assistance of the factory concluBian, dismissed the subject says she is hungry; she just waits till before a thunder-stormwater-clouds
tor poisonous reptiles and numerous wild
unfortunate traveler. Kitty was sent home from his mind and prepared to attend the the man howls, and, under the cover of (cumuli) and ice-clonds (ttrro, cirron
animals.
to prepare a room, for the miller’s hospi- wedding.
his enormous appetite and fierce dem- rati) appear simultaneouslyin the sky.
Bat KiU.
light. he.rted, c.rdeu,
The appointed hoar came and the little onstration, she has a good square meal The friction of these particles of ic»
•nd unbelieving of existing danger, so Inble heart would not permit him to allow
Ihe stranger to be taken to other quarters chappel was filled with those who had come
and he thinks she is so delicate,— Nari and water is a sufficient cause of the>
when the opportunity offered on this than
bis own bouse.
to witness the ceremony.The bride and
Francisco Chronicle,
electricitywhich is generated.
never made nny referenceto her narrow
escape from being the wife of a felon, until
she read in one of the papers from the citv
how he had been killed by a guard while
again attempting to escape, when she exclaimed:
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What Barper’a Baxar Sajrtt
Warnor’i Safe Cook Book la a Tery attractive work, oonalatingof aboat fire hundred
paRos of original matter, eapeoially gotten up
by a lady of long experienceand akill in auoh
in at tore, and the reoipea are not only reliable,
tut they are in all reapeota firatclaaa.The
book ia abundantlyilluatrated, and ia typographically excellent It ia bound in two
etyiea, cloth and paper; the former usually
selling for tit and the latter for |1 a volume,
but the publishers offer to sell the clothbouod volume for 9115 postage paid to any
address in the United States.
The publishersgl»t Mb book, in paper oovora, to all who aend to Warnar’a Safe Cure
laboratory,Rochester,N. Y., ten (10) two (2)
cent stamps, topay postage, and fifteen (15)
top covers of Warner’s Safe Yeaat packages.
The rims from the latter should be out off,
and the oovers, with the ten two cent stamps,
inolosed in a sm dl envelope. Give full name
and P. 0. address plainly written in ink.
Our readers should take advantage of this
extraordinary offer while it is open, for it is
certainly a very desirable book for the familv,
and it ia the moat generous offer from trustworthy people that we know of. Warner’s
Safe Cook Book will make a genuine sensation
among housekeepers. Harper'* Baxar, a conceded authority,says it is *000 of the finest
books of the kind ever published:1’ and when
one lady g®ts a copy all her neighbors will
want one also. Bend along the ten two (2)
cent sUmps and the fifteen Warner’sSafe
Yeast package tops and get this wonderful

book
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“Deoolloty.”

Low-necked dresses are conducive to
both pneumonia and to immodesty. An
old man— the merchant of his native
village— who had avis ited Washington
for the first time, went home both sadder and wiser. As he had large influence in the country in which he lived
the wife of the Representativein Congrese from his district sent the old

Agony Is Courted
rheumatism, neglect to seek prompt relief.
Subsequent torture Is preventedby an immediate resort to Hostetter’a Stomach Bitten. Slight
exposure, an occasional draught, will beget this
painful malady, where there is a predisposition

to

it

In the blood.

It is

not difficult to an est

the trouble at the outaet, hot

weU

nigh impos-

$5

Biliousness

By persons who, attacked by a mild form of

more general at this season than any other. The
bitter taste, offensive breath, costed tongue, sick
headache, drowsiness,dizziness, and loss of sppstite
make the victimmiserableand disagreeabletoothers.
Hood's Haraaiiarills combines the best anti-bllloas
remedies of the vegetablekingdom, in such proportion as to derive their best medicinal effects without
the least disturbance to tho whole system. This
preparationis so well balanced in its affects that it
brings about s hsslthy action of the entirehuman
organism, aitorea the appetite, and overcomesthat
tired feeling.
1

and

I

One evening I was walking in the
lobby of a Boston theater with Dr. A.
It was the first night of a new play,
and Dr. A. was expressing his contempt of the work in no measured
terms when the author of the piece
came toward us.
“Well,” he asked, with bright abruptness, “how do you like my play?"
“My dear fellow,” Dr. A. ‘answered
without a instant’s hesitation, “if I had
written that play I should be so proud
of it there would be no living with
me.”
I dragged Dr. A. along before the
gratifiedauthor had ceased to beam
with satisfaction over his compliment.
. “I only told hinTthe truth," he said
to me; “if 1 had been fool enough to
write that stuff I should be fool enough

on advertisingspace

Officer’spay, l*ounty procured; deserter* relieved.
» 21 years’ practice. 8ucc«i*a

Is

sible to eradicateIt when matured. No evidence In relation to this superb blood depurent
le more positive than that which establishes its
efficacyas a preventive and remedy for rheumatism. Not only is it thorough, but safe,
whtoh the vegetable and mineral poisons, often
Dyspepsia
Malaria
taken as curatives of the disease, are not. Be"I had been sick for several years, being troubled
sides expellingthe rheumatic virus from the chiefly with dyspepsia and malaria. I had me>iL-al
system, it overcomes fever and ague, bilious- attendance,but only grew woree, until one day in
February my wife brought me a bottle of Hood’s Sarness, constipation,^nd dyspepsia.
saparilla, which seems to have entirely cared me, se

Fact and Phrase-Twisting.
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FOR SUE.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

OH.

Lams BscV'sil/jifril,.ContraoMCMMa

RHEUMATISM.

.

B,fj’..Sort Nlppltt, Caktd Brants,.

Sold by all druggists. M; aixfor|3.Prepared only
by O. L HOOD ft CO.. Lowell. Mass.
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Hamlin’s

Koskink, Chillioothe, Ohio.
have taken not qnite a bottle of Hood’s Sanaparilla, and must say it la one of the best medicines for
giving an appetite and regulatingthe digestive organs
that I ever heard oj. It did ms a great deal of good.” ba eold very cheap. si ther with or without tha Engine
and Boiler. This machinery is entln-1* new, having
Mna. N. A. Stamlit, CansatoU, N. Y.
particulars
address
aI
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Concerts

CREAMER!

have not been troubled by any ailment eince taking

file ri

^rr^LORD&THOMIS.

'is ws!

w»uutu«, D.C., a n-t-au,*

A good eeoond-hand 9xli Aldlno Job Press,
with KUam Fixturesand Fountain. This ia a
flm-claasPress In ev» ry paitloular, ia in splendid condition, and will bo aoM at a bargain.
For funbar particulars ip diee* NBWSPAPhH
UNION. 271 & 273 Frankll . M., Chicago, III.
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country merchant's daughter an invitafigar ___
to be unspeakably proud of it.”— Bostion to spend several weeks with her in
ton
letter in ProvidenceJournal.
Washington. The old man read the
Address
letter and handed it to his wife. After
From Doston.
B.W.TAH8ILL4
00,
sitting a few moments in thought he
One of the most eminent physiciansin BosChicago.
turned to her and said
ton gives his opinion that ihu extent of tho
“Do you know what a decolloty dress Mono Nerve Food plant, now no rapidly substituting stimulantsand recovering tho nervoui women, will probably become one of the
“I’m not sure that I do, Isaac; but I
3e only Dress Stay In the worid. Absolutely ungreat trade staples of the country, because its
breakable. Price
cents per yard. For sals everyreckon it’s a material something like place cannot Le tilled. Must of the dealers so
where. AUo, Juat prepared for the market, new. elesilk?”
considerit now, and oven the grocers deliver as to patentability FKKK.
17 years' experience. gant Xatm-Cqvorudlestherbooe. ready for attaching
to the finest dresses. Price 2S o* nts per yard. Colors
“No, yerofT there; ‘Decolloty’ means it to their customersas they do eatables.
Black.White,Cardinal,Blue, and Pink. If your dealer
When we considerit has been on tho market
..........
has not vet secured it, eny amount desired will be
no waist to speak of.”
but fourtoelmonths, and that it cau now be
aont.
MENTION THIS PAFCR
to .stmtums.
“What? A dress without a waist?” found in almost any part of the countrv, and
lerlir. De not oxaertmeat—
exportment—eet
eet Orimw
Oman* At.
al an>
em> But
“Yes, and there’s plenty of ’em in that the company are selling it at tho rate of
fl°25a.fiSTim,
7,200,000 bottles per year, it must have a moat
Washington. You see wimmen there
upper's pastille"^:*
Haadaohe. Sample Deee asd Dream S<
nail. StowellftOSk
marvelous p^wer over the people.
Jl
Smelled
mailed oa
on receipt of twooeatoMpeetege^F
in Dootas
standing half-clad, in cold, draughty
larlestown, Maas.
TNI DU. HARTER MEDICINE CO.. ST. lOUll, MO*
parlors, shaking hands with a passel of
(iussie Was So Superstitious.
C. N. U.
unprincipled dandies that go off and
No. 90 -M
“You
know,” she said, “that pa
make fun of ’em! No hospitality, no
WRITING TO ADYERTIHKRS.
couldn’t bear Gussie. He said that
dress- waists, no sense, no nothin’;but
il!*!*?***-'
^*4* ,U ,wttt '!*« »»«.«ihiV»U«w,,m«. HtwMMU.J thtfXSUr
*-wU.em.>*
Gus
was
really no good whatever; that
I0*
•" Ul«e
there they stand, grinnin’— grinnin’
D»pn prtata. Mm .tor. tlmtUrMI '"O.-tm) uid 100 -*-‘111
UTW&MU'kMM.
<s4wrCT.WCT.rtm*z..^.>,
and shaking somebody or other’s hand. he wouldn’t work, and didn't know
Will pay for u complete
They go and go to these receptionstill anything beyond cigarettes. Pa was
Ie Tie Best
newepaper outfit of type
thqy drop dead of pneumonia!and then just awfully down on him, and the last
and presses upon which
to print a newspaper in
some other ridiculous people take their time Gus came to see me pa heard him
in the parlor and came out with a rush,
a town of 700 or more Injriace and shake hands and grin and go
habitants. The same
Brer Kale.
and before Gus could get down the
Ne»e ft sis a enltaa
will be sold upon o&sy
H<taiup*4wlU the Abort
terms. For particulars
nusi as u.
“Do you want our Lucy to do that front steps pa kicked him real hard . X ,
In detail,address PRACTICAL PRINTER, Box
way ? I’m sure you don’t any more three times with his left foot. Pa has 497, Chicago, 111.
than I do, and no more would Tom been lame ever since, and I don’t care
Bowles thet she means ter marry. I if he is. I know Gus felt real hurt
about it. He said no man ever kicked
tell ye, Sary, them decolloty dresses
him with his left foot before, and that
is the cause of much domestic trouble
I
and frequent lung diftikilty l"— Youths’ it was real bad luck. I’ve tried a hundred
times
to
get him to come and see
Mrs.
Mart A. McClure, Columbia,JTani^
Companion.
*• 1 addreaed you in November, IbM,
me again, but he won’t.” “Why not?”
LifER Disease write®:
in regard to my health, being afflictedwith
“Oh,
he
is
so
superstitious.”—
IFas/ilivfirdisease,heart trouble, and female weakSaved at the Altar.
and
new. I was advised to use Dr. Pieroe’i
ington Republic.
u»ur wm junuMvu,ouu a buuotuu UlUCIl irom
_
t
The beautiful young girl had plighted
Medical Discovery, Favorite ProHeartTrodble. Golden
scriptionand Pellets. I used one bottle
her love, and was at the altar ready to
Gen’l Samuel I. Given, ex- Chief of
.
?L*he ‘Prescription*fire of the ‘Discovalimentsand I cannot say enough in their praise. I must also
give her heart and hand to the man Police. Philadelphia, Pa., writes: “Years
ery,’ and four of the ‘ Pleasant Purgative Pellets.’ My health bogan to improvq under the use of your medicine, and my strength say a word In referenooto your ‘Favorite Prescription/as It
who would have destroyed her very ago I was permanentlycured by St. Jacobs
came back. My difficulties have all disappeared.1 can work bard hss proven Itself a most excellentmedicine for wwk female*.
life. The moment when she is to sav Oil. I have had no occasionto use it
It has been used in my family with excellent results.1'
all day,orwalk four or five mile® a day, and stand it well; and when
I began using the medicine I could scarcely walk acrow tho room,
those, to her, fatal words is fast ap- since. My family keep it on hand. Its
healing qualities are wonderful.” Sold by
firm.,
most of the time, and I did not think I could ever feel well again.
proaching, when fate steps in and saves
and
I have a little baby girl eight months old. Although she is a Tittle

_____
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BLOOD AND LUNG DISEASES.

LIVER,

_

__

n

a

^

— at tho same time. I experiencedheartburn,
other disagreeablesymptoms common
to that disorder. I commenced taking your

druggists and dealers everywhere.

her.

Without a donbt the mo^t

thrilling

story of the times is “Cross Purposes;
or, Saved at the Altar,” by George W.
Ogilvie, soon to appear* in the Chicago Ledger. Persons desiring the
first installments of this story should

Pickaninny Abe and Plcaninny Jeff.
An old colored woman stood at the
station waiting for the Jacksonville
train. Beside her stood two little

pickaninnieswith faces as black as the
inside of a stove-pipe. When the old
copies can bo secured free of cost, by mammy’s train arrived she exclaimed
sending your address to the office. “Dress de Lor’!" and then, looking
Address Chicago Ledger, 271 Frank- down at her children, remarked : “Here,
you Abraham Lincoln, take hold of
lin street,Chicago, 111.
Jeff Davis’ hand and come along here,
quick !” And the namesakesof the two
Saving Medicine.
great statesmen of the war joined
It is a bad custom, when physicians’
hands
and walked away together as
prescriptionsare discontinuedby a pathough
their names had not expressed
tient, to stow away the remnants in
vials and boxes. Preparationscare- such a dissimilarityof purpose.— Palatka(Fla.) Herald.
fully compounded for special cases and

subscribe now. Remember,*sample

:

conditions may become absolutelyinjurious by lapse of time, and under certain circumstancessome articles change
their character by being kept in small
quantities. There are a few simple
preparationswhich may be kept in the
house, though even of these the fewer
kept the better. But, of all things injnrions, among the most so is the giving to one person, without medical advice, the medicine prescribed for another. It would seem m some families
that the members consider themselves
as residuary legatees, entitled to appropriate all the remainders of the doses
prescribed for a relative by a physician
After his visits are discontinued.
PhiladelphiaLedger.

—

delicate in size and appearance,she is healthy. I give your remedies all the credit for curing me, as I took no other treatmentafter
beginning their use. I am very grateful for your kindness, and
Uaajik_God^andthank you that I am as well as I am after years
*rM,1?*

'

LI*

Web®ir7

IVCD I

Yorkshire, CattaraugusCo.,
to “7 n few words in praise

sour

MMmaaHMMw

1

liraouiEsI
mr Owawru 5m‘ 10

I
I
I

1

ItctV hpa.lt{llerthan I bavo been for
flve y®8.™*
ono hundred and seventyone and one -half pounds, and have done as
much work the past summer as I have ever
the same length of time In my life. I never took a
1

THE OlSTEII. I

•' z*
ly
o* Jrour Golden Medical Discovery’ and ‘ Pleasant
I nlp.aw I Pi**1!® Perots.*for five years previous to don*Jn
medicine that seemed to tone up tho muscles and Invigorate
D 8Ei!LltakinRtopm I was ra great sufferer; I had a
| -iwfcMwi- 1 severe pain In my right side continually; was
tho whole system equal to your ‘Discovery* and * Pellets/”
unable to do my own work. I am happy to say
I am now woll and strong, thanks to your medicines.
I

I UVLn

I

Chronic Diarrhea CnrekI.-D.Lazarrx, Eeo., VS and V7
Decatur StreeL JYew Orleans, La., writes:“ I used three bottle* of
the ‘Golden Medical Discovery/ and It has cured me of chronic
diarrhea. My bowels are now regular.”

“THE BLOOD
Thoroughlycleanse the

blood,

which is tho fountain of

sleeplessness,but

I

your Discovery and

took

’

IS
health,

your Golden Medical Discovery’ cured ms.”f

THE

by using

Dr. Pierce's

It

stopped them

in s

very short time.”

LIFE.”
Golden Mndiral TYiamvm-v »nd

“Fools Rush id) Whore Angels Fear
to

Tread.”

80 impetuous youth is often given to folly
and iudiioretiona; and, as a result, nervous,
meutal and organic debility follow, memory is
impaired,Helf-conlidenco is licking; at night
bad dreams occur, premature old age seems
setting in, ruin is in tho track. In confidence
you can and should write to Dr. 11 V. Bierce
of Buffalo, N. Y., tho author of a treatise for
the benefit of that class of patients,and describe your symptoms and sufferings.He can
cure you at your home, and will send you full
particulars by mail

“Good-by, sweet tart, good-by!" sang
the baker's apprenticewhen his master
discharged him.
The only coolness that should come between two fond hearts is ice-cream.

“US*?01

caUrrhtndlQ

D!

niood with catarrh and indigestion._______
fllcted
Bolls and
blotohcebegan to arise on tho surface
3 of the
kin, and f experiena>d a
Ured
feelln
----— Ing and b^350L“hiwr^,,SlS.^!,0hh
BLOTCHES. dullnew.Ibegan the use of Dr. P..
Pieroe’s
_*'”*'*Jr~** Golden Modlcai Discovery as directed by
for Buch complaints,and In one week’s
rime I began to feel 1 keanpw man, and am now Sound and wdl
The Pleasant PurgativePellets ’ are tho best remedy for bilious or
sick headache,or tightness about the cheat, and bad taste In the
mouth, that I have ever used. My wife could not walk across tho
floor when she began to take your ‘Golden Medical Discovery/
Now she can walk quite a little ways, and do some light work.’’
oo.„.
attack..
Mrs. jtoA M.BnttWd,ofAinsworth,IiwL, writes:
After bci
il

l

!

’

iou/1”*

n,ir

•™u“u‘to for

®

*ir. A. A. ATBEH, 01 S.OK A,
vouches for the above facts.

now,

CONSUMPTION, WEAK LUNGS, SPITTINa OF BLOOD.

Thh

proprietorof the Plain Dealer, Fort
<(Is thus no balm in Gilead?
Madison, Iowa, Mr. J. H. Duffus. writes:
Is there no pbyaican there?”
'"Two jean ago I was' cored of rheumatism
Thanks to Dr. Pieros, there is a balm in hit
in my knee by St Jtoobs Oil; have had
•Golden Medical Discovery”—a “balm tor
ao return; two applicationsdid tha work.” every wound" to health, from oolda, coughs,
consumption,bronchitis,and all chronic,
He Wondered Why They 8mlled._ blood, long and liver affections. Of druggists.

“Yes, my hands are soft,” said a
Like hot weather, the smiles of a lovely
dudish and conceited young fellow in woman will at all times wilt a man's choler.
a small company, as he admiringly
Health Marin.
looked at those useless appendages
A bright eye, dear skin, glowing features,
that had never done a day's, work. “Do
animated expression, and a quick, firm step.
you know how I do itf he exclaimed, These
are all secured by using Dr. Harter's
proudly ; "I wear gloves An my hands Iron Tonic.

•*w^iff ‘dlseiSr Up

^

*nU*a'

End

JtD^*D Nfwtoir.

the flesh and weight of those reduced below the urns!

perfectly.”Mr. Downs oonttnnes:

I

Own

Hal

^ ^

iftfL “
.t.he
toingthat could poesibly have any curative
far advanced. J tried the Cod liver oil as a last

JwweTover^nwraptE^

and

..

Onr
splendid

truth is better than a

error.

.

To

PEMNSsKSSSS

unit; out uuce tno Golden

J

.

was the

j*™*™*#.
the lungs before

’Golden Medical
Memoir this

ram

km R00FIK8

discontinued It”

£S£s

Domf too,.

JSSMyZStS**'

Ladles

luatntod with wood-cuts and oolwed^fati
(160 pages), suggestssoro means of complete
self-cure. Bent for 10 cents in stamp* Adg^W°rlffs Dispensary Medical Association,

bt

Ont, writes: “You will ever be praisedby me for the remark*.

every night to sleep in.w
Chappxd hands, face pimples, and rongV
“Do you sleep with your hat on kin
enred by using Juniper’sTar Soap, made
Also?” asked a pert voung woman.
by Hazard, Hazard A Ca, New York.
And the young fellow replied in the
Best, easiest to use, and cheapest.Ptso'i
negative, and looked wonderingly beBemedy for Catarrh. By druggists. 50c.
cause the company Mailed.

A homely

of beoMh

of Harrowmith,

Golden Medical Discovery is Sold by

__

hid any since fts use.
has been feehag so'waU^SJ? she"

Dra^lsts. Price $1.00 per

Bottles or Six Bottle* tor*$64Q>

WORLD’S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS ProprUtert,
66j Main Mreet, MUFTAUH M* To

m

Church Items with the

- To-morrow.
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Services for

Gomeand See

First Reformed Church— Services at
m.aod 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at
9:30 a.

The best place

7:30.

buy

to

J

After Fortr years’
•TrOl esperien'vj in the

Hope Reformed

.[ViJ
more
than One Hundred

Church— Services at
m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school

10:30 a.
at 12 m.

>n of

Young

GLOTHNG,

WltM

|

Liver Complaint
more surely and

-

speedily cured by the

BILLY’S

I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, about

;

two years ago. A few bottles of this mef-

'

Icine produceda radical cure.—

Wm.

A Remarkable Cure.

JL

Second door

time.

fashion.

FlfiST-CLASSTOILET

_

Chamois Underclothing.
The New York Post says: Chamois

every Wednesday.

A

bt

Is

the

-

FAMILY PAPER.

AT

-

hour

of

going

Financial and Gommeroial,
Poetical,

Political, •
Goods

New

Honest Goods
AT

-

Co., we are

now

latest styles

I have the

GRAY
for

hand.

*

Celebrated

store-

see

NO.

46,

Oct.

1886.

20,

FLIEMAN

Van Duren Bros. J.
DEALERS IN

Manufacturesand

sells

Free of Postagein the United States an J Canada,
outalde the limits of New York City.

the

ONE DOLLAR FOR ONE YEAR.
.

trial,

We have In

our employ a

17,

1887.

Double Quick!

THE DAILY STAR,

at

Th* Dailt Btxb containsal I the news of the day in
an attractiveform. Its special correspondence by
cable from London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna and Dublin,
laa

_

commendable feature.

At Washington, Albany, and other news centers, the
ablest correspondent*,specially retained by Tuc Sraa,
furnishthe latest news by telegraph.
It* literary features are unsurpassed.
The Financialand Market Reviews are unusuallyfull
to Sell
and complete.

BEECHER

Infinitelythe most valuable because coming so
closely from the family circle and by a master

hand engaged in a “Labor of Love.” Richly

Ac.

lllnstrated, -Steel

*10.00

first-class

trimmer and will dispose ot our goods
moderate prices.

Holland, Mich., March

.

FOR THREE MONTHS, on
26 cents
Special terras and extraordinaryInduce,
neats to agents aud canvassers.
Send for Circulars.

Goods.

them.

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland. Mich.,

all

Clubs of lOto the same P. O. address,with an
additional copy to organizerof Club,

Repairing promptly and JOE HOWARD’S
neatly done.
LIFE or

.

Joiraalilte of the highett ability.Its column, will
be found crowded with good things from beginningto
end.
Original itories by diitlngulshsdAmerican and
foreignwritersof fiction.

E. F. Metz

and novelties in

MOO Meit! WanteO!

ment "A.” Address, Curtis loaune Co*,
Wieting Block, Syracuse.N Y. Wmos.

of

WERKMAN’S MILLINERY STORE.

SHOE

BROS.’

Ladies. Call and

!

Prices.

in the city, always on

Editorial

prepared to furnish the TERMS OF THE WEEKLY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.

ladies of Holland and vicinity with

BEST S3.00 SHOE

It makes no differencewhat yon have taken, or

Prices

»

Millinery

"lOZONE TREATMENT,”which
greatest boom lor women ever discovered.

Humorous and

!

Department*,all under the direction of trained

_

&

Market,
Household,

Fashion,

!

New

E. HEROLD'S.

ralortd to perfecthealth

who has failed to cure yon, one trial of this Treatment will alu ayf contince an entire communiti/.
The more desperate the case, the more convincing
are Its merits. During the next thirty days one J5
Treatment will be delivered to any lady in the
United States free who sends both express and
poetofficeaddress,aud 50 cents to cover charges,
boxing and delivery. In ordering ask for Treat_

clean, pare, Drlcht nnd Interesting

Agricultural,

by Prof. Curtis'

W. D. Suit, Druggist, Bippus, Ind„
testifies:“I can recommend Electric Bitters as the very best remedy. Every bottle sold has given relief In every case.
One man took six bottles, and was cured
of Rheumatism of 10 years’ standing.”
Abraham Hare, Druggist, Bellville, Ohio,
affirms: “The best selling medicineI have
ever handled In my 20 years’ experience,
is Electric Bitters.” Thousands of others
nave added their testimony, so that the
verdict is unanimous that Electric Bitters
do cure all diseases of the Liver, Kidneys
or Blood. Only a half dollar a bottle at
Yates & Kane’s Drug Store.

THE WEEKLY STAR,
An Eight-page Newspaper, Issued

Boots and Shoes New Firm

Honest

kidney troubles,can

!

It contains the latest news, down to the

ABUSED WIVES,

The Verdict Unanimous.

Ladies Attention

to press.

-

female complaint, sick or nervoni headache, liver

WILLIAM DOR8HBIMER,
Daily, Weekly, and Sunday Editions.

THE FINEST

many times falls out that we deem
ourselves much deceived by others be-

or

th« City of N«w York.

EDITOR.

.

Having opened the

of

1887. IMy.

13,

BAUMQARTEL.

19 1885.

auppoHtna^ the Principles of

Publishad in

Holland, Mich., April

WATER FOR SALE
W.

Hollaed Mich., March

Newai^^r

east of Post-office.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

It

form

^ ?***%

THE STAR

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

ladies eufierlng from lany

l8L®r_0Ad.w.U:£leJ!

TONSORIAL PARLORS

Ladles hair cleaned and dreased in the latest

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has cored me of ai
bad a case of Abscess of the Liver as any
human being could be afflictedwith and
live. I waa confined to the house for two
years, and, for the last three months of
that time, was unable to leave my bed.
Four physicianstreated me without giving relief,and, in fact, nothing helped me,
until I tried Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.After
using a quarter of a bottle of this medicine I began to feel better,and every
additional dose seemed to bring new
health and strength. I used three bottles,
and am now able to attend to my business.
I walk to town —one mile distant— and
return, without difficulty. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has accomplished all this for me.
— W. S. Miner, Carson City, Mich.

cause we first deceived ourselves. He
who is false to present duty breaks a
thread in the loom and will find the
flaw when life may have forgotten its Or maidcu

—

AT

•

an Invention to patent write to
Co., publishersof Bolentlflo ^gwiQfD,

AT

f

E.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Ifaaa.
Bold by all Druggist#.Price $1 ; six bottles. $6.

cause.

—IS

Invigorating Shampoo
at any
*

Baker, 155 W. Brookline at, Boston, Mass.

eruptive diseases.These are evidences
that the system is trying to purge itself of
impurities, and that it needs the powerful aid which is afforded by the use of

!

A Good dean Shaye>
A Scientific Hairontor

liver troubles, and never found any-

thing that gave me permanent relief until

at 7 p.

!

newsdealers.

hold by all
. If yon have

Mann d

you can get a

other remedy. •*! was a great sufferer

from

Rents’ Furnishing Goods

EXT
-

1ST

use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, than by any

In the spring, hundreds of persons suffer from boiis, carbuncles,and other

and OAFS,
AND*

I*

m.

EATS

mjurlooa medkitloa.

Tbx CxHTura Coxpamt, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

at 7:80

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Y.

American continue to net aa solicitors
for patents, caventa. trade-n"irks, copyriehu. etc., for the United States, and
to obtain patents in Canada,England. France.
Germany,and all other countries. Thoirezpsrtenco is unoqualedand their facilitiesarc uiuurpassed.
Drawings afid specifications prepared and filed
In the Patent Office on short notice. Terms verjr
reasonable. No charge for examination of models
or drawings.Adrico by mail free.
___
_
Patents obtainedthrough MunnAf
MnnnACo.are
noticed
inthe
.nthe SCIENTIFICAMEUICAN.
AMEIUCAN, which has
the largest circulation and is the most influential
newspaper of its kind published in the wortd.
rhn advantages of inch a notioeevery patents*
understands.
This large end splendidlyillustrated newspaper
is published WF.riCLY at $3.00 a year, anais
admitted to be the best paper devoted to sclenoe.
mochanics. inventions,engineering works, end
other departmentsof industrialprogress,publishedin any c.-untry.It containsthe names of
all patenteesand title of every inventionpatented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar,
________

M.D.,

1U So, Oxford 8L, Brooklyn, N.

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurch.— Rev.
Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternate Snnday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.80; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.80 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 8.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are Invited to attend.
Subjects: Morning, “The ascension of
our Lord;” Eveniug, “Prayer.”

•ALSO-

“Caatorla taao well adapted to «shfldren that I Caatorla eona OoUe, Oonatlpation,
recommend it aa auperior to any preacriptioa I Sow Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
known to me." H. A. Ancrntn,
I KillaWorma, girea Bleep, and promote* di-

E.

m. Teachers meeting Friday
p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free
Subjects: Morning, "The Mission of the
Church ,” Evening, u A useful lesson taught
by Worldly Wisdom.”

For Men, Boys, and Children,

[

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2.*00 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45. Wednesday evening
explanation of the Bible.

and

and Children.

for Infants

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p.m.
Prayer raeetinir,Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Subjects: Morning, “Reasons for not coming to Christ;” Afternoon, “The only begotten Son, our Lord.” In the evening
preaching to English by Rev. Henry K.
Boer, of Maurice,Iowa.

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
plass-meetlngat close of morplng service,

Thousand appUrnlinrs f-'r pstenU in
the United Hibipi* and Koreiptn coontries. the publi-hm of the Scientific

BEADY-MADE

People’s meeting at 6:30.
Jones, Pastor.
In the moroiag Prof. J. J. Anderson will
occupy the pulpit,and in the evening Rev.
Dr. Chas. Scott, D. D. Congregational
singing. Opening anthems by the choir.
Weekly praise and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome,

Thomas Walker

Rev.

>

Portrait,
Will sell immensely. J/Ulioruwant this standard Life of the
great fit Preacher and Orator of the age. Quick is
the word. Territory
demand. Send for
circularsand 50 cents for outfit to A. W. MILLS.
Pub., Tecumseh, Mich.

in

TERMS OF THE DAILY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Free of PosUgel n the United States and Canada, outilde tho limit* of New York City.
Cvery Day, for on e year (Including Sunday), |7.00
Dally, without Sun day, one year,
.6,00
Every Day, *lx month*,
8 50
Dally, wlthont Sunday, six month*,
. 8.00
lunday, withoutDally, one year,
1.60

. .
.....
. ,

. . .

Aaareu,

XHE STAR,

Broadway and Park Place, New York.

the

leather underclothing is last gaining in

favor for winter wear, we reply to a

New England correspondent.These
very excellent garments make it almost
impossiblethat even the most delicate
should suffer inconvenience from a
change of atmosphere. Many people
have a habit of heaping on a superabundant amount of clothing when
they have to “face the weather,” and
the removal of their wraps when indoors is often the cause of cold. If
people could be induced to wear these
perforatedslips there would probably
be less suffering from many of the ills
which flesh is heir to. Indies who de-

light in wearing nothing but a jersey
jacket upon the promenade find a
strong refuge against the northern
blasts in the perforated chamois vest.
The greatest drawback to these comfortable garments is their expense, as
two entire suits cost a considerablesum.
They wear a long time, however, and
undergo the wear and tear of a laundry
with very good success. English women
have taken to wearing fine wool undergarments, and speak of their comfort
with enthusiasm.All kinds of fine
wool flannel underclothingare made for
both men and women, and elderly English women, who for want of proper
exercise suffer severely from the cold,
wear vests of arctic down. These, however, cannot be worn beneath a snug
bodice, which is a disadvantage.
Sleeplejji

BEST
BOOTS,
SHOES,

AND

TAILORS

BUGGIES.

and

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

Platform, Combination &

ETC., ETC.,

Express Wagons,

a large assort-

ment of Goods on hand.

To which

I

invite the attention of all who desire
.ight and durable wagons.

desire aim) to call the attention of all owners of
horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assistance of one of the best horsesboers in the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronlte home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.
I

fast

We make

a Specialty

of Custom

Work.

'Hefaieustg-

I also

mannfactare

Have moved their stock one door east and have opened up a

Neatly and promptly executed.

Three doors

of

13(1

/%_

18-tf.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.

HUNTLEY,

J.

Holland. Mich. Jan.

nights, made miserable by that terrible
the remedy for yon.

18,

FLIEMAN.

1817.

-

Proprietor of Ninth Street;

Estimates given for

Tailoring trade.

kinds of buildings, fin-

^jvery,

Sale,

aid Feed

Irii

Whan Baby waa

sick,

ALBERTI,

UHDEmm,

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MIOH.

STABLE,
u

ished and completed.

5

J.

all i

Description.

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine

H. Nibbolink,

J.

Catarrh cared, health and sweat breath secured,
fihiloh'aCatarrh Remedy. Price 60 centa,
Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates A Kane.

_

at all prices,

Famishing Goods ol every

bv

salt rheum,
ana blood disorders,are cured by Ayer’i
Sarsaparilla.
_ __
. i ?

fif

and in the latest styles.

east of Post-office.

Holland,Mich., April 13, 1887. •

JAS.

full line

and have them constantly on band.

VAN DUREN BROS.

cough, Shiloh'sCare is

Humors of the stomach,

HATTERS.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

I

Always have

WAGONS

1

we gave her Caatorla,

When

ahe waa a Child, she cried for Caatcria,

Planing and Re-sawing

When

she became Mias, aho clang to Castoria,

done on short notice.

Whan

ahe had Children, ahe gave them Caeteria,
I

iSS.8

;airs, a
ana Railing,
sash
Stats,
Hand
Hailing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,

&

Wll.'yoa suffer with Dyspepsiaand Liver Complaintf Bhtloii a VlUltrer is guaranteedto cure
yon.

Brackets, etc.

made and

have adflea to my business that of

UNDERTAKING
and keep constantly on band

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

furnished.
Good Horses and

Itch, Prairie AUnge, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists. Holland,Mich. 6 6moi I

Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street

JAS.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

Carriages of all kinds and a
can be obtained at

first-class Hearse for funerals
my place of business.

Attentionand courteoaa treatmentcan be ro- WilUake charge of^indmanadj*Funerals, will fnrolMt Deanis^Hack and ^Carriages; also keeps on
upon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
skillfully performed. Funerals In* the'countrj wilt be promptl^atk'udcd'
toaUhe^*68
same rate as those in the dty.
°f
,
J. H. NIBBELINK.
lled

•*»«•

.

Holland, Mich., January

5J0,

1887.
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